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CHAPTEH 1
CHE PROBLEM

Porpose of the rtady.
In recent years a decided trend In educa
tional objectives from emphaeiE upon subjects to emphasis
upon outcomes has been noticeable.

Shis has been brought

about by the consideration of the Individual pupil and his
needs.

Che changed attitude is illustrated by The Seven

Cardinal Objectives of Secondary Education presented by the
national Educational Association.^
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

These objectives are:

Health.
Command of fundamental processes.
Worthy homo-membership•
Vocation.
Civic education.
Worthy use of leisure.
Ethical character.

[ The problem to he attacked in this study
is whether art is of sufficient educational value in promot
ing one or more of these objectives to warrant its being a
required course in the public schools, j Art as a school
subject is often condemned by educators, as well as laymen,
who are out of sympathy with much of the art education as we
find it in the schools today.
Iho foot that art is often considered to1

1 Bureau of Education, Bulletin, Ho. 35, 1918, pp. 7-32.

s
be one of the "epeoiai eubjoote", oauaee some to believe
that it deals with epeoial talent only.

Since only a few

can become great artiste, we are undoubtedly confronted by
a question.

Gan we sanction the use of the time and money

used in teaching art to all students?
Then again when we have compulsory school
attendance, are working for efficiency and are eliminating
non essentials from our curriculum, should we not consider
carefully the courses with which we deal in order to elimi
nate the worthless material at the same time that we pre
serve the useful?
Statement of the Problem.
The problem, then, reaolvec itself into two
specific questions:
1.

Is the subject of art of sufficient value as an —

educational factor to warrant its being a required course
in the schools?
E.

If so, what would be an appropriate sequence?

Definition of "Art11*
"Art" in the present study includes drawing,
painting, design, art appreciation, applied arts, and handi
crafts.
Limitation of the Subject.

1

In this study the field is limited

elementary school and the junior high school

3

Scmroes of Data.
In attempting to solve the problem, I
have made nee of data from ourrent periodicals, books by leading
educators, books of history, bulletins from the United States
Office of Education, pamphlets from manufacturing firms, plans
actually at work in the schools and from personal observation.
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Utilitarian tieed.
Since the earliest periods of %hloh we
h&vo knowledge, zuan hat endeavored to give form and (Leaning
to his impressions.
at first.

Jo doubt beauty was of no consideration

In primitive man's struggle to live, objects of

immediate use concerned him first of all.

Ihe women pro

bably developed pottery and tools, while the men made weapons
for the hunt.

After a time, when moments of relaxation o&me,

these articles ox every day use were decorated.

Animal

figures and occasionally a semblance of a human figure were
used for adornment.

However crude these figures seem to us,

wv must remember that they represent the development of the
time and may be representations

ue

high ac any of ours today.

In these old figures the idea is made paramount and with it
is a mastery of essentials in drawing and a keenness of ob
servation.

Ihe'figures are representations of those things

of immediate concern, animals, the hunt and chaos— man's
source of existence.

At that age, as .veil as no % man’s

graphic representations objectified nln thoughts.
Supernatural liement.
later the animal figures were carved on
the wells of coves, and when we find them in these surround-

5

ingi of darkness, mystery, and obeanrlty, we realise that
at the time they were produced the Idea of the supernatural
had entered the mind of man.

let us remember that

"He is surrounded by beaste of prey and Is assailed con
stantly by the hostile elements of a still ohaotle na
ture. He sees enemy forces In fire, In storms, in the
slightest trembling of foliage or of water, in the sea
sons, even, and In day and night, until the seasons and
day and night, with the beating Of his arteries and the
sound of his steps, have given him a sense of rhythm***
Certain emotions are aroused and certain
feelings are stirred by the particular environment.

Art is

interpretation, and eaoh Individual, as well as each race or
nation, interprets it in his own way, emphasising the things
which give most concern.

The supernatural element has been

prominent in the development of art through the ages*
Aesthetic Sense.
The aesthetic sense came gradually.

In

fact we oan hardly tell just what the primitive man consid
ered beautiful.

Bid he see the shadows dark and drab, or did

he see the purple in them that our trained artists see today?
Bid he appreciate the subtle cloud effects and mountain shad
ows, that we attempt to picture?

The primitive people made

in graphic form the objects as their minds saw them or de
sired them to be.

The innate human longing for something

better caused development of the graphic form, improvement1

1 inure, Hlie, History of Art. Vol. 1, p. §.

6.

in the appearance of objects now and then until the aesthetic
sense began to develop.
Records.
Early man's attempts to put thought and
feeling into form leave us his records.

These clues may be

gathered from all over the world, and they give us facts
upon which to build history.
history of man.

In fact, art history is the

Art expressions seem to be common to men in

all countries and at all levels of culture.

Art Is a means

of communication; it is expression, but before the expression
there has been the feeling, the desire in the heart of man
to express something.

Different desires, different demands

from the environment, different social organizations bring
different concrete manifestations.

7

fHS BAOKOROORD OF ART
CHAPTER 111
INTRODOCflOI
In the foregoing brief outline we found
that art. In its different forms of expression, has long
been known. ^The fact that a thing is old, however, does
not neeessarily make it valuable today.

In order to clarify

this point, let us follow art as it has been revealed among
different races and nations in order to find whether or not
it has been an integral part of men’s lives, a true expres
sion interwoven

and intermingled to the extent that it could

be called valuableT^Thie consideration will at any rate lay
a foundation which will enable uo to evaluate the place of
art in the modern machine age and in our present democratic
society.

Let us look first for the definite relationship of

art to other thing* in the lives of men and nations.
EARLY PERIOD

2&Ufg-Sl.kkOM.n„§...and.Euphrates.,.
Art, as we have already noticed, began with
a need for creating useful articles and with the desire to
placate the great unknown power back of the universe.

Re

ligion was a great force in lifting men's lives out of sav-

8

agery.1

In the East, religion seems to have ad?anoe4

farther than in the West.

In the fertile grass lands of

Central Asia the traditional Garden of Eden was probably looated.

Among the earliest people to develop a high religions

system were the Semites.

It was probably they who gave

Babylonia her first truths upon whioh to build her faith#
*

Through art, man gives ooasrete form to the

pleasant or terrible ideas as they appear in hie thoughts#
In Babylonia and Assyria the ideas of the people were centered
upon visible and practical purposes and did not go beyond
this•

ihe positive mind was expressed/

This was in direct

contrast to the contemplative mind which existed in Egypt*
The histories of Babylonia, Assyria, and Egypt are almost
contemporary.^

The people in the valley of the two rivers

were more barbaric and warlike than the Egyptians, and por
trayed-in stone horrible scenes of killing and fighting.
The human figure is poorly executed, stiff and conventional,
but the animal figures portray powerful realism.

This rea

lism in animal forms is the greatest accomplishment in the
Babylonian and Assyrian art.
-

Life was in the present, not
.

in the future, as was the case of the Egyptians.
Egypt.
Egypt, whose history goes baok to at least

1 Brown, Lewis, This Believing World, p. 66.
8 Denoohemont, duth. Evolution of Art, p. 467.

(:

s
4000 B. 0., shows a high form of oiviltsatlon.

The Egyptian

took refuge in that ooneentration of mind whioh gave depth to
hie inner life and a mystery to him art.

life, death, and

especially the renewal of life beyond were the main ideas in
hie religion.

As art expresses man's hopes, ambition*, strug

gles , and ignorance, we may naturally expect that "Egyptian
art is religious and funerary."1
Their belief resulted in certain forms of
art which are peculiar to Egypt alone•

We have, left to us

the stupendous pyramids, tombs, temples, and sphinxes.

The

accurate measuring and engineering skill used in these gi
gantic stone constructions astonishes us today.

The Egyp

tian, having a great purpose, worked throughout hie lifetime
building structures to last through eternity and to serve a
need.

In thinking of Egyptian art and the effect upon Its

people, we see that it was a great Influence in externaliz
ing material power.

Its purpose was not to arouse emotion,

but to produce an enduring record and to servo utilitarian
.needs in connection with a religion.
Greece.
In contrast to the emotional, myat leal
Egyptian we find the Greek natural, rational,, and thinking
for himself.

The Greek had so much of interest and variety

1 Faure, op. oit., fol. 1, p. 88.
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around him that he was not concerned particularly with the
future.

He merely took things as they were.

He analysed,

reasoned, and sought the hidden causes hack of things.
was led more to creating than to dreaming.

He

Che Greek, not

bAlng solely oonoerned with tho practical side of life nor
bothering about the future, had no doeIre to build a sphinx
that would last through eternity.

On the other hand the

Greek mind was looking for the cause buck of each effect.
The best work of others was analysed.

By long, patient proe-

;esses the Greek attempted to perfect these forms.

The idea

of reaching perfection interested him more than that of
changing from one new thing to another merely for the sake of
variety.
As the Greeks sensed the feeling of M l
•anoe and rhythm in their lives, co their art expressed this
same unity.

In sculpture we see this idea carried out, that

is, the idea, of e pleasing whole.

The face as well as other

parts of the body was merely a part of the object lending
itself to the ideal.

The Greeks, during their highest period,

developed the type or "canon" rather than the individual#
The temples and other public buildings were
simple in form, bounded by clear lines, with subtle curves
producing pleasing effects.

The Grecian temple is a tri

umph of the intellect shoiring in every part a definite plan
and purpose,.

It shows symmetry, mathematical proportion,

and balance.

Care, sense of proportion, and reason are

11

shown even in minute details•

These finer things are net

noticed "by the oaeual observer.
and remenbers it.

In later ages the models are again studied,

loved, and copied.
back of things.

He likes it, looks again,

Why?

The Greeks understood the causes

They knew of that borderline of conscious

ness where we are not just sure.
the real domain of art.

In this consciousness lies

There is something in the Grecian

art that touches an unspoken feeling; something that Is
satisfying and elevating.
The Greeks believed in gods and goddesses,
but the deities were neither loved nor feared so much as were
the gods of other races.
but that was all.
there.

Some awe was expressed toward them,

Rites were solemn and dignified and ended

As the primitive fear was not an element in the make

up of the Greeks, philosophy oame to be their mainstay,, and
through it they groped after some solution of the power back
of the universe.
and liberty.

Greece brought the young ideal of reason

Before this, in other countries, we saw a con

fusion of brutality and mysticism.

In Greece, life was ac

tive and simple, without excess, misery, wealth or poverty.
The Greeks made their gods as men, endowing them with moral
qualities and beauty; but being men, they still possessed
some human weaknesses.

Beauty, serenity, balance, and moral

qualities were shown, rather than force.
and beauty eternal.

Force is temporary,

Is that the reason Greek art has endured

12
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-

no other art haa done?
rtill look to Grooce for our perfect

models, for perfect proportion, balance, fitnoet, beauty,
and rhythm.

»he Greek proportions of three to two found

in the Parthenon may be found to be the proportion of your
very pleasing fireplace today.

You may never have realized

why the line of it ie so rentful, always seeming just right;
but the architect knew, because Greece left a model.
In this brief study we shall not attempt to
outline Greek art or even to mention the periods.

For our

purpose it is sufficient to say that it would be difficult
to over-estimate the part played by Greek thought in shaping
the world in which we now live.

Directly or indirectly

through the Renaissance it has influenced the art of every
country of the West, as well as the philosophy and literature.
Greek art has given us ideals which even in our present age
1
of selfsufficiency we cannot duplicate.
Rome.

'

•

-

-

"From her beginnings, Borne is hore&lf."2
This thought really tells us briefly what we need to know in
regard to the art of Rome.

Rome being herself, continued

on her way undisturbed making use of whatever she needed for
carrying out her plans.

Rome was pocitive and agressive•

Each new military engagement gave her a chance to conquer and1

1 SeRoohemont, Ruth, op. cit., page 475.
S.Faure, Elie, op. oit., p. 268.
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to train her will.

Rome expanded until ehe controlled the

entire Mediterranean basin and western Europe.

All this time

Rome was making use of new experiences and findings to aid
her in her own organised systems, for Rome was an organizer.
Being so, she made use of whatever she found that was of value
The art products which she brought back from her conquests
were recognized as something she could use.
ing Greece.

We see Rome copy

Rome, with her practical mind, could not sense

the real fineness of Greek work.
lavished with ornament.

It was copied crudely and

Rome was egotistical, and her heroes

wishing to be immortalized had statues made of themselves.
Being mighty organizers and builders, the
Romans made great constructions of brisk and concrete.

Es

pecially was the vault and arch type of construction developed
and we find it applied to the great aqueducts, bridges, the
enormous public buildings, baths, arenas, and temples.
crete enabled building to be done quickly.

Con

The process of

concrete-making was perfected to a high degree, but with the
decline and fall of Rome the secret was lost and not until
recent years rediscovered.
.

■

gloried in outward show.

The Roman, being material minded,

'

'

-

-

:

■

Abundant and lavish decoration ad*

■

'

orned the buildings, statues, triumphal arches, and even the
vases and household article#,
Rosie need and extended Greek art to some
extent, but in a different spirit. She used it to carry out
■
' - ■ ■■■■ :■ : . ■
■
:
-'
.
her constructive genius and to glorify herself. Rome was not
...

.
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in hereelf creative; her art reflected the practical mind
rather than the Idealistle.
Byzantine Art.
When Constantino changed the capital of
hie empire from Home to Constantinople, a break came in the
style of art.

In spite of the expansion of Roman Influence

prior to thle time, Asia Minor, Egypt, and Greece had re
mained Greek In spirit.

Constantinople or Byzantium wae the

center or meeting place of the Influences from the East and
1

West.

It was a cosmopolitan center where wealth abounded and

where there was great interchange of ideas.
This commingling of the Christian spirit
with influences from the East culminated in a new art and
the building of one of the greatest churches, Santa Sophia,
in the year 557 A.D.

In describing this church one writer

has said,

•

"lever did material luxury such as this bind popular
sentiment to the letter of a religion which claimed to
represent true spirit. The veined marbles, the polychromed mosaics, the great paintings on the vaultc and
the walls, the pendentives which permitted the heavy
circle of the cupola with Its constellations to be in
scribed exactly in the square of the building, the silver
barrier of the sanctuary, the altar of gold, the tribune
of gold, the six thousand candlesticks of gold, the swarm
of ino rusted gems which covered the gold of the. tribune
and the altar with a stream of sparks, the censers,
crosses, enameled statues, tiaras, and diadems, the rigid
embossed robes in which living Idols— the emperor and the
patriarch were held motionless; the whole was like an
enormous sphere of diamond, shot through by flames, a re
splendent vision suspended from garlands of light. She
promised paradises were realized here below."11

1 M u r e , 811., HI.tor, of Art,

Vbl. 11, p. 22Q.

'S
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Art, during tho Byaanttoo period, was vaed
to carry out the purposes of the Christian church in teaching
and in appealing to the emotione.

We realize after reading

the foregoing quotation that the effect rouet have been very
powerful.

Pictorial representations were eot Toy the church, ret'

by dogma; certain eymbolr and figures represented certain ideas
and forms.

For example a fish symbolinod the iiavior, while the

oroca was the sign of redeeming grace.

Figures became stereo

typed , for the artist war not left free to choose his subject
or hie method of treatment.
as originality.

This prevented naturalism as well

Mohammedan influences which spread over this

part of the country practically prohibited figure drawing and
images.

If work in figures was done at all, it was stiff and

lifeless.

However, color and exaggeration were encouraged.

From the Orient and Persia also oaoe the love of color.

Mo

saics glowed in richness like unto a "peacock tail made per
petual" .
Bysantine art took the Arabian arabesque ns
one form of decoration.
or modified rosette.

Another common design was the wheel

The peculiar capital, column, Byzantine

cross, and stone work in lace-like effects were developments
of this particular period.

These forme spread all over

Europe. .
Craftsmen and textile workers became very1

1 Boyce, Outleton. The Gate of Appreciation, p. 114.
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skilled.

Church vessels, lamps, can3Iceticks, and jewelled

ornaments,as well as fine textiles for hangings and for oostumer, were in great demand.

Ivory carving was important.

She making of illuminated manuscripts, beautifully written in
gold and decorated with bright miniatures,, flourished.

In the

progress of time * these articles were found throughout Europe.
Tho effects produced by the spread of Bysantine influences is
often aeon in later periods of European art.

One example is

that of its influence upon Giotto, one of the first among the
primitives of the Italian Renaissance.

Rig work was based

upon the Byzantine conventions.
The particular form of building plan— that
of the great dome on pendentives— after which Santa Sophia
was constructed was passed on to the West and is copied in
domed buildings today.
Byzantine art is characterized by. stiffness,
conventionality, color, decorative effects and emotional feel
ing.

It filled a great purpose in the service of the ohuroh

through Its mystical emotional qualities.
Islam.
"Islam through the Middle Ages, was a true champion of
the never-attained ideal which, the more we reck to grasp
it, plunges us more deeply into the future".1
As the Mohammedans advanced from country to
country they adopted or borrowed what they found at hand.1

1 Faure, £11®, op. oit., Vol. 11, p. 231.
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Structural problems in uuilaiitg concorned them lees than de
coration. .Vibat they found already worked out warn adapted and
decorated.

Xht> Koran forbade the representation of animal

and human figures, so the motifs used were largely floral and
geometric, that of the floral arabesque being outstanding*
Ornamentation was done by means of stucco, wood carving,
marble inlay, and stained glass.

Bugs, silks, satins, and fine

cottons were much in evidence.
A form of arch peculiar to the architecture
of these people was that of the horseshoe,, curved toward the
bottom.

Another addition or adaptation of theirs was the min

aret, or tower from which the mueazin called the people to
prayer.

Its Interesting Influence on architecture may bo

traced through the spires of the Christian churches to such
modern structures as the.Metropolitan Life Insurance building
in Sew York City.

Country after country has received the

Mohammedan imprint since 600 A•Dm

'fhia influence has spread

all the way from Asia Minor to Europe, Africa, and the Orient.
Not until 1700 was it checked in Europe. Art influences were
loft wherever r these people wandered.
Mohammedan art developed from the natural
form to uhe idealized form and from that to the geometric.
Then the mystical power in it was lost.

With the arrival of

a static period, effort and enthusiasm weakened.

After def-1

1 Myers, Philip Tan Bess, Ancient History, p. 261.
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inlteness came Into her art, which of course represented
a static state, Mohammedanism was checked.
This situation brings up the questions.
Is man hindered by the realization of his purposes?

Is it

the reaching of our ideal that gives life its value, or is it
that illusive something which is impossible to grasp that keeps
life evolving?

Is art which is technically perfect the first

aim, or is the art with a meaning to he considered first?

Is

it better to be able to draw a chair or a dog that is techni
cally perfect, or is it better to make some representation
less technical and perfect in form perhaps, but vital and full
of meaning?
Persia.
Persian art represents luxuriance and color.
Many influences affected it.

One was the revival of Zoro

astrianism, or the ancient fire worship.

So important was

fire worship to the Persians that fire on the great altars at
the mountain tops was kept burning from generation to genera
tion. 1

No wonder then, that flamelike

effects became common

in the motifs on metal work, textiles, and other figured ar
ticles.
Contacts with Egypt, China, and Bysantlum
affected Persia.
conquered.

She gathered ideas from the countries she

Like old Assyria, the life of Persia was lived in1

1 Ibid., p. 102.
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She present, and like Assyria, Persia delighted In animal
forms In her art.
abundantly.
and worldly.

flowers and leaves In designs were used

In later days Persia became luxurious, joyous,
Out of this fusion rose an art that was rich,

dazzling and colorful.

It has been charmingly displayed

In vases, metal work, textiles, and the ever treasured Persian
rugs.
Eomanesque Art.
Byzantine ideas were constantly taken west
ward by means of trade and pilgrimages.

The West was a meeting

plaoe of the influences that were Roman, Byzantihe, barbarian
and Christian.

After the Insweeping of the barbarians which

represented a period of ohaos, there came a period not exactly
stable but one of vigor and versatility.

Towns were established,

means of oommunioatlon were opened up, trade guilds were or
ganized and ooemeroe spread.

Religious fervor grew.

The bar

barians had brought a fresh vitality from the north,

feuda

lism and monasteries bsoame powerful.
The Romanesque art showed the vigor and
versatility of the age.

It had something of terror in It and

much of the grotesque; it was decorative, had a quality of
wild freedom and great power about it.
The building of the great monasteries and
cathedrals marked a great advancement in architecture.

The

noticeable features ol these buildings were clustered piers,
round arohes, clerestory windows, ribbed vaulting and flying

20

"buttree eee
Out of all thle fu p ion-polltloal, relfyioue.
Intellectual and artistic-developed a civilisation which was
to reach it® height in the Gothic Age.
She Gothic Period.
Gothic art developed from the Koaaneeque.
In dleoueeing this art one writer bae raid,
"It 1b hut one of the expressions of the life of the
middle ages, which, may he Imagined ae a ohryetallisation of society, the several facets of which mani
fested on the aide of action, chivalry; in literature,
the romances; a great enthusiasm and development In the
ohuroh; in learning,, the establishment of the univer
sities; and in civic life, the organization of towns,
communities and guilds. She same spirit expressing it
self through the crafts in Romance art • It ?iae born in
the age of the Crusades, the time of a 1culture not
founded on knowing things, but on the art of doing
things'"!
After the year 1000 A.D. when the world
did not come to an end, as many people had expected, ner
vousness and fear subsided.

The people of Christian faith

began to take life more calmly end their ideas began to grow
and take form.

A change came from the mediaeval idea of life

in tht future to the realization of the value of this life
for itself.

Philosophic thought in the form of mysticism

became prevalent in Germany and Bormandy.

This, along with

the Christian spirit, and great gratitude to God because the

1 lethaby, K. R , , Mediaeval Art, p. 186.
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world had not come to an end, brought a burst of enthusiasm
and a period of vigor.
By 1100 A,D. the Gothic period was well
under way.

It represented man1e desire to com# into contact

with perfection--with God-~without the use of an intermediary
means.

! .
Gothic cathedrals are characterised by

lightness, grace, and the inspiring upward sweep of the lines.
The whole effect was for the purpose of leading the eye end
thought toward heaven.

Gothic art originated in Germany, and

spread to France, where it reached its highest perfection.
With modification, it was developed in England, Spain, and
Italy.

The distinctive features are the pointed arch, sculp

tured decoration, triple facade, and large window spaces.
Great advancement was made in architecture through perfecting
the ribbed vaulting* pointed arches, clustered piers, and
flying buttresses.

The cathedral represented the highest

manifestation of Gothic art.
Wall spaces in the northern cathedrals were
well filled with windows, because light was needed in a foggy
country; so stained glass became prominent.

In Italy, where

there was much sunshine, fewer windows were needed.

Cover

ings for the wall spacer between windows were in the form of
paintings done in fresco.

In these were the orude beginnings

of painting which later blossomed forth to beautifully in
Italy.

%2

Spanish ohurohee, heoanee of the bright
sunshine and heat in that country, also had few windows#
In decorating the wall spaces Iron work was used.

Shis In

dustry became so well developed that Spain came to produce
tho most beautiful Iron work in the world.

In modern homes,

especially In those of Spanish type, wrought Iron le much
used, and for designs we often look haok to old Spain.
The Gothic Influence was seen In tapestries,
metal work, and furniture.* Other forms of art work, im
portant at that time, were enamelling, wood work, and Ivory
oarving.
The Gothic age went through Its period of
evolution— from a high form of skill, to perfection, and then
to excess.

With that its glory soon oame to an end.

A

period of decay and confusion in the social system, of course,
oame at the same time, which was merely reflected in the art.
However, from these periods of decay and depression some new
spirit must grow.

In time the re-birth oame in the form of

the Henaiesanoe.
Gothic art, during the thirteenth century
when it was in its prime, has been called classic and com
pared with the classicism of the Greek art.

The comparison

is not made of form, however, as that was decidedly different.1

1 Jackson, Alioe and Bettina, The Study of Interior
Decoration. Chap. 1, p. 196.
~
~— — '

bat it was called classio because of its high degree of per
fection.

Gothic influence in building and in art has continued

in greater or less degree up to the present time.
An outstanding example of Gothic influence
is seen in the Woolworth building in How Yor^c City which has
a "lingering echo" of Gothic decoration.
THE ITALIAM RENAISSANCE
Society'.

... ....

At the time when Columbus discovered Amer
ica, a new spirit was alive in Europe.

That spirit is now

called the renaissance, meaning re-birth.

It came from an

outburst of feeling and enthusiasm from the individual, de
siring expression for himself.1 She turmoil from which this
spirit came was one of political strife, family feuds, and
brawls *

From a preceding -period of decay some new reform

must necessarily arise.
She form taken by this re-birth was that of
reviving the old humanities of Greece.

The awakening came

first in Italy when the people there realised that a great
civilisation lay all about them.

They began to study the

different forms of the old Greek learning, philosophy, and
art.

: - "She discovery which the Renaissance made was not the1

1 Gardner, Helen, Art Through the Ages. Oh. IT.
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the dleoavery of the treasures of antiquity long buried
in the darkness of Middle Ages, but the discovery that
these treasures were beautiful."*
Thought had turned somewhat from preparation for the future
life to the value of the present life for itself.
"Comparative peace— though security, even as it is known
to the world today, was still far away— had brought trade
and oommoroe and increasing wealth, no longer compelled
to give constant thought to the defense of that life,
men began to think onoe more of beauty. Troubadore sang
and jongleurs ployed before knights and ladies sump
tuously attired; gardens blossomed about the walls of
feudal castles, tapestries and rugs from the orient
brought life and color and warmth to their cold stone
halls, end furniture earnsed to be a thing exclusively
utllltary."%
Art was a vital part of life enjoyed and
appreciated even by the masses.

So important was it to them

that upon the completion of a great piece of sculpture or a
painting, the finished work was carried through the streets.
amid groat festivity.

Sometimes even a holiday was proclaimed.

Such an enthueiastio public we may well envy today.

So ac

customed is our public to advertisements, moving pictures,
billboards, photographs, and pictures that it could hardly
grasp the feeling which prompted such demonstrations on the
part of these people.

Art then was much more a matter of

public concern and enthusiasm than it is today.
In departing from the strict devotion to
the church, which had characterized mediaeval times, the1
2

1 Chambers, Frank g.. Cycles of Taste, p, 118.
2 Gardner, Helen, Art Through the Ages, Oh. XV.

people of the tienaieeanoe gave more attention to their putollo
buildings, and for adornment, aonlptnre and painting* by the
greatest artists were used,

aenaieaanoe arohiteoture, char

acterized by the dome, horizontal lines, classic proportions
and decorations has influenced architecture down to the pre
sent time.

One well known example is our Capitol of the

United States at Washington, D. C.
During the time of the Renaissance ruling
families, republics, popes, and guilds vied with each other
in encouraging different branches of learning and the arts.
Many of the most accomplished people in these fields sojourned
at the courts of Frances 1 in France, and rivaled each other
in their productions.

Through generations of power and wealth

the ruling family of the Medio 1 in Florence, Italy also ex
erted mighty influences.

Lorenzo de Medici was a man of un

usual intelligence and versatality.

Be could speak fluently

on painting, sculpture, mueio, philosophy, and poetry.

His

palace was the resort of illustrious men.
Excellent works in all the forms of the arts
and crafts spread through Europe, and in varied forms and
adaptations Influenced the .periods which followed.
Palaces and public buildings were matters
of great pride; the furnishings and decorations were very fine
Pageants and festivals furnished entertainment for the people
and busied the artiste in creating costumes, banners, jewelry,
and scenery.

People were keen of mind, industrious, and am-
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bitiouB; therefore works of the time were of high otandmrde.

Re.iigjaii,

In gaining temporal power the Christian

church became wealthy.

During the time of the Renalssaaoe

its poaition and power enabled It to patronize and footer
the arts.

Through contests In which artlata were allowed

to enter their models and plane, much interest was aroused
in artistic creations.

These contests Included plans for ouch

things as medals, decorations, domes, and even entire build
ings.

Most of the churches followed the classic lines, at

first showing plainness and restraint, but later giving way
to emphasis upon design and ornamentation.

Italy decorated

the ohureh walls with paintings representing Biblical stories.
At that time few people could read, so the pictures served
the purpose of giving instruction as well as being decorative.
Art came to have a now form and a new moaning.

The artists

endeavored through pictures to put Bible truths into concrete
forms.
The challenge given by the church was mar
velous in its effect.

To believe this we have but to think

of the decorations in the Sistine Chapel made by Mlchaelangelo^
of the picture. The Last Supper, painted by Leonardo da Vinci
and of the madonnas painted by Raphael.
Renaissance painting did not come spontan
eously.

The roots of it went far into the past.

It began

with, the crude pictures in the catacombs and went through
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tho periods of the aossiee, the illominmted aBimeoripta, and
fresooes#

from the crude beglnnlnge, it ndvaneed into a state

of perfeetion that had never before boon known.

It is fan one

for it# beauty, for its high degree of skill and for its
meaning— thInge it represents and makes the observer feel.
It meant something more than technique or line.

It repre

sents something oven before line was recognised by the ar
tists as having value in itself.
emotion.

Benaiasanoe artiste painted

They knew how to make emotion real to tho observer.

Hot only did the artists grasp the feeling of the time, but
they pictured back of it, eternal truths which do not change
with creed or custom.
Industry.
She outburst of enthusiam and vigor at the
time of the Benalaeanee was evident also In inventions and
discoveries.

T^e printing press came into use, the revolu

tion of the earth and planets about the sun was discovered,
the law of the pendulum was found, and the introduction of
the compass aided mariners on daring voyages.
Let us remember however that
"not a mile of railroad traversed Europe, not a tele
graph wire; there was no telephone, no eleotrio or gas
lamp; no steam-driven loom, no large-scale farm imple
ment, no newspaper. Letters and merchandise were carried
by courier, ship, or oaravan; clothing and furniture
were hand made and hand decorated; books were written
and illustrated by hand until the coming of the print
ing press."11

1 ®**dner, Helen, op.

ait.,

p. 858.
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Italy was important as a commercial and
industrial center.

Merchants, craftsmen, artists, and even

doctors and lawyers were organized into guilds.

This per

iod of intelleetualiee. and skill prevented the acceptance
of medioore products.
ing their works.

People rivaled each other in perfect

Life was festive, gay, and worldly.

From

it came the demand for supplies of equal standard.
The age was one of versatility.

It is said

that many of the artists eould carve a statue, make a Jeweled
medal, or execute a church dome with equal facility.

Artiste

were in most cases intellectual and equally gifted in other
lines of work.

They were scientists, poets, writers, mathe

maticians, architects, and sculptors.

These artists being

well rounded personalities would lead one to believe that the
"artistic temperament" is a development of a later age.
CENTRAL AND WESTERN EUROPE

■Qandexg,?•ileaieh art is the art, essentially of the brush and
palette.* *
In order to picture some preconceived
ideal of beauty or abstract thought the Italians modified
nature and subordinated detail.

1

Especially with the earlier
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Italian pa inters the telling of a story and creating a decor
ation was the idea rather than the recording of what the eye
perceived.
In contrast to this the Flemings began with
visible reality, and their first concern was not with beauty
or meaning, but with accuracy of reproduction.

In portraits

the Bitter was painted pathetically real with no attempt at
flattery or Idealism.

This realism and accuracy in Flemish

painting was well shown in their pictures in the way they
pictured textures, draperies, laces, hair, and light effects.
She'Flemish. idea of art was to reproduce what could be felt
with the hand and seen with the eye.
this honesty of fact so typical of the
Flemish mind came from a background of realism— a struggle
with nature for existence; while the Italian on the other
hand had fallen heir to a her"
After a tin
neyed to Italy for visits and

rich in learning and Ideals.
artists of Flanders jour
r&udy.

The Italians de

pended upon the Flemish weavers, who were the finest in
Europe, to furnish them tapestries for their palaces.

This

fusion of interests brought to Flanders an interest in Menaiesanco architecture and architectural detail.

In painting

it brought a mastery of form, composition, and color.
formerly in the art of Flanders the human
body did not receive much attention as it was hidden back of
gorgeous clothes, but after the contact with Italy the draped
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human form as well as the body In the nude was made an ob-iJbo t for art study.

Realism, however, still held its place in

Flemish art, and reached its height in the work of Rubens.
1
The world and the flesh are very evident in hie work.
In addition to their skill in painting and
in the arts and crafts some of the Flemish artists advanced
the cause of art by perfecting the oil medium:, which was used
in painting®
The hardy nature of the people of Flanders
and their courage in sailing the sea had made them traders.
Diring the middle ages the cities were large and wealthy in
dustrial centers.

Pride was taken in the building of great

cathedrals and town halls,

The decorating of these, as well

as the private homes, received much attention.

Tapestries,

pictures, carved reliefs, stained glass windows, and statues
of bronze were used.

These all represented an art that was

realistic, sound in craftsmanship and honest in fact.
Holland.
After considering art that was essentially
religious and art that was essentially realistic we now come
to art that was essentially for the home.

In fact, Holland

1 Hitt, Katherine Florence, Rabelais, the Man of Letters:
Rubens the Pain t e r p a r a l l e l Geniuses of the Renaissance,
pp. 25— &6.
■"
1
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is femouB for the way it hBB glorified home life through tl»ple
farnlEhinge end elnplc articles of every day uee.

To the

Dutch is given the credit for the invention of tho thimble,
end for being the first to make starch ne well & b being tho
first to discover the secret of bleaching; aloth to pure wh?to
ners •

These points may teem a bit far fetched for our sub

ject, but after all is not the glorifying of home one of oar
artsf

'
Let

ub

:

.

think now of their work in cue of

the fine arts, that of painting.

The church of Holland was

set entirely against the uee of pictures and sculpture for
religious purposes.
lavish court.

Neither was art fostered there by a

Being without the court influence perhaps the

art of Holland was a genuine expression fro® the race rather
than a fashion.

It developed in a for® that suited the homes

of a people who were of simple tastes and of simple culture.
The form of development It took wan that of portraits and
landscape painting.

It ic true that some of the fame of these

pictures lies in technique, but above all, their fame lies
in the groat understanding they show of the human worth of
men and women and children.
horns life 1b represented.

A peaceful, orderly, kindly
That is the home life which was so

near to the heart of the faithful Hollander.
The Dutch as a nation showed, sturdy inde
pendence, solid determination, vitality, power to think, and
loyalty to their own country.

M

Like the flemish the flateh were also real
istic, bat at the same time they were able to see far below
the surface into the real man.
In summarising the painting of the Hol
landers , we
"emphasize the fact that these Dutch pictures, though
unusually small, for their purpose were not to decorate
spacious walls but to embellish the modest home of a
Dutch burgher, are examples technically of marvelously
fine painting, whether they are the expression of charac
ter, the Illusion of light and air filled space, or the
representation of the texture of a rug or a laoe collar.
In those qualities the Dutch were wonderful crafts
men ."1
Germany.
During the Gothic age the Germans built
magnificent cathedrals.

Later their interest was extended to

the construction of town halls and private homes, which were
often characterised by extreme height, steep, pitched roofs,
and dormer windows.

The SenaisBanoe came to German architec

ture principally in the way of decoration which was carried
to excess•
The German people os a whole looked the
great love and reverence for art that was seen in Italy.
1■
:

:

'

.,

■

,

The artist in Germany was a humble person— just ope of the
hardworking people neither more nor less important than other1

1 Gardner, Helen, op. oit., p. 389.

craftsmen.
The derman painters were masters of line.
This oame In part, no doubt, from their background of Gothic
art, which depended for Its perfection, to a great extent,
upon line.
of fact,

Like the Hollanders the Germans stand for honesty
i’hey are noted for emphasis upon detail, for ex

cellent draughtsmanship, and for skill In technique.
Spain.
Luring early periods, Spain was Influenced
by the Romans, barbarians, and Moors, and during later periods
was affected by contest* with Franse, Italy, and Flanders•
In one way or another all of these people left an imprint
upon the lives of the Spanish people.

As a result some

critics have dared to say that Spain has no art of her own.
It is true that Spain borrowed techniques
and traditions from other lands; these were further developed,
modified, assimilated and infused with her own characteris
tic#; end out of it all can' we not say that Spain has pro
duced an art which is typically Spanish?
Enchanted realism Is the great thing in
Spanish art.

This Is not the plain realism of Flanders, but

a realism that brings out the hidden beauty of every object.
With this realism goes some mysticism, austerity, and
cruelty as well as a good deal of sentimentality.

The Span

ish made good use of color and light effects and stressed
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Individual ohuraotariatics of their subjects.
Spain raised herself In power during the
sixteenth century.

With this came a change in customs and

mLnners--cotirt life was made pompous; silks, laces, jewels,
and velvets were much in evidence ;* the hoop skirt, the ruff
and the iron corset were fashionable.

The Spanish were ev-

motlonal, mystical, and gay; they loved color and ornament and
during this period used it in abundance.
In other arts besides painting Spain was
famous.

The smiths gained great skill in the manipulation

of silver and gold, but It was in the iron work that they
excelled.

In this craft they far exceeded the seeming pos

sibilities of the material so lightly and delicately was it
handled•
In architecture Spain war influenced by
the Renaissance movement in matters of docoration more than
anything.else.

The Gothic idea continued, but a new form

was expressed in the plateresquo style where decorations were
1
concentrated about the doors and windows.
Spanish art is characterized by love of
color and excessive use of ornamentation; it reflects the
emotional characteristic of its people.
England.
Renaissance art reached England late, and1

1 Dleulafoy, Marcel, Art in Spain and Portugal. Oh. VI.
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coming by vay of Spain, France, and the Ketherlande lost much
of its classic purity.

This art was brought to England first

by King Henry Vlll, who called from France, Flanders, and
Germany many artists, architects, and craftsmen.

Other rulers

following him continued this interest in the advancement of
art, and as in France the art periods are named for the rulers
The art was principally an imposed form reflecting the spirit
in each case of the court life and suetoms of that particular
ruler.
In painting, sculpture and the crafts some
good work was done in England, but it was in architecture that
she excelled.

Her cathedrals, manor houses and public build

ings were grand creations and were regarded highly by the
proud Englishman.

Architecture was advanced under Inigo Jones

Sir Christopher Wren, and the Adams brothers. 1
With the interest in the building of homes
came an interest in the making of furniture.

The Chippendale,

Hepplewhite and Sheraton styles of furniture so common in our
homes today are creations of the English craftsmen.
Important contributions to the techniques
of painting were made through the landscapes which came into
prominence during the nineteenth century.

It was in portrait

painting even at an earlier time that England excelled.1
1 Armstrong. SirWalter. Art in Great Britain and Ireband. Ch. Vlll.
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through portraiuE

woe

reflected the English ideal of family

life, and the English love of the open country.

Kings, queens

stately lords, lovely ladies and adorable children were the
subjects.

In the back of the picture was sometimes ft glimpse

of a bit of landscape or a view of a beautiful park.

So

typical is thio of the English who loved the great out of
doore that this form with figures against a landscape back
ground has become associated first of all with England.

The

portraiture glorified aristocracy and showed English life in
a way that has lasting charm.

All the world finds delight in

the eighteenth oentury English portraits— the age of belles
and beaux, of fancy coiffures, powdered wigs, satins, and
jewels.
She pointing of England was not a form
that was entirely native but one that she had derived from
the traditions of other lands— from flandere, Italy, and
Prance.

From it, however, came the English style, evolving

around her aristocracy, courtly manners and country life.
France*
During the period of the louts* the art of
France blossomed Into perfection.

The beginnings of it were

adaptations from Italy, which were modified later by contacts
from the north.

Art in France was in a way an imposed art

under the patronage of the king and reflected the character
of the court.
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She tendency In f>.rt tiae toward cocular lntereeie.

Civic build Inge, and chateaux were magnificent.

X’he palaces- and gardens of the kings showed the extravagance
of the age.

Millions were used in the building of them and

millions more in the iurnlrhing.
Some of the luxuries of Louis Z1V, were
these:

he had two hundred personal servants, two hundred

carriages and two thousand horses.

Although he woe inexcus

ably extravagant, the world today owes to him much tli&t is •
beautiful, for he encouraged every form of native and foreign
art.

Fie enlarged and supported the factories, in which tapes

tries , porcelains, jewelry,, lace, and much beautiful furni- ,
ture were made.
Frances I at an earlier period had invited
Italian artiste and decorators of the first rank to come to
France.

%lth that strong influence the period of the Re

nal seance definitely began in France.

Ahen Catherine, from

the famous Medici family of Italy, became the wife of Henry II
of France and Marie from the same family became the wife of
Henry IV, they brought with them artists and craftsmen, and
in this way further strengthened the Italian influence in
France.
the result was that art existed for the
monarch.

It was an Imposed art, artificial and conventional,

but nevertheless of a high standard of technical excellence.
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1
Stylets were named rnooeesively after the rulers.
So much in the way of art war. advaneed in
France during this period that in our brief £ tndy we shall
not at tompt to mention details.

Its influences spread all

through Europe, are felt to the precent day here In America,
and oven in the entire world.
THE ORIENT
India.
India 1g the land of cxt.remcB~-Doantalnp
and plains, boat and cold, heavy rainfall and thirsting
deserts, extreme wealth and dire poverty.
ture is too great to be assimilated.

Ihe nace of na

In India we find a

dark and troubled spirit, something unnamed but strong never
theless .
I!an is not valuable.

He is mingled with

all thing®, on the game plane with all things, neither more
nor lees Important than the other particle® of the universe.
Vegetation merely sustains men and animals, and they all go
Into the earth again.
none counti

Life and death, morality or immorality—

Either one or the other ie accepted with the game

indlfferenoc.
The confusion of the multitudes is seen In1

1 Jackson, Alice and Bettina, op. eit., Ob. S.

their tetLplea.
his nothingness.

In them, man has confused his strength and
Like great monsters the temples rise from

the earth with statue upon statue, colonnade upon colonnade,
styles mingled and superimposed.

Decorations are like huge

masses of tuds on the boiy of a heavy plant.

The terplee

.^.tV.v n5' ,

show no system In their pltkii

7 $ U ^ ‘fc 6L^ jjfc % rvlXu
JU \JAlCufc
U lM lU ^ C U in C ^

no formed ideal.

^

VO

Is thlie not the expression of the real
■

soul of India— that is— having no system, no formed ideal? * t
To even touch the Art of India in a gen- nji> \. ,
eral way cannot be done.
and crafts are old.

j

Her civilization is old; her arts

ru

She baa at different times and in dif-.^ t

v
-

<

ferent mays come under the influence of Egypt, Greece, Po»e,y vVV <
\ ’ '\ L

Byzantium, Persia, Islam, and even the Gothic and Renais
^

sance Ages. 1

v

A

5

<

K,1;

In writing of the art of India one author > Nrs^ !'v \
\V;

hae »ald,
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■The difference between the art of the East and West is
not so great as it appears to be at first sight but rather
a difference of emphasis, the West concentrating more upon
the physical aspect, the East with much greater simplific
ation of form, upon the abstract expression of the inner,
dominating passion." ~
China.
It is the Chinese who is tenacious, patient
and slow beyond comparison.

His world turns toward the past.

1 Faure, Elsie, op. olt., Vol. 11, pp. 1-34.
3 Gardner, Helen, op. olt., p. 426.
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It Is to his ancestor* that he look* for his laws.

In this

he is satisfied; he sees no reason for a change.
This immovable state is expressed in his
art.

He does not study nature or express form for the pur

pose of instructing himself, but rather he uses form to object
ify some belief already in his mind.

In considering nature

he knows in advenee what he will find there.
The Chinese undoubtedly developed under
outside influence, but around one fixed point.

He is self-

centered, practical, realistic, looking In lmaglnationVand
seemingly without desires.■ He is more submissive than re
ligious, more respectful than enthusiastic.
Likewise in his art is this stolidity, this
immobility, but his art is lovely, nevertheless.

It, along

with influences from India, is a background for the Japanese
art which we shall mention next.
Chinese art gives a feeling of elegance,
graceful charm of figure, of gesture and suavity of line.
It shows strength because of the deep-rooted convictions of
the race.

Training in art is dependent upon copying the

masters; so the art as the religion is not one that expands
or grows or shows originality.
Through patience and perseverance in fol
lowing set rules the Chinese developed great skill in technique, especially in painting upon silk and paper with
Chinese ink.

This same skill is evident in all the crafts.
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The firm convict lone, deep thoughts and fine taste all work
in making an art that La superior.
runs the circular line.

Through the Qhineee art

China herself revolves in a circle—

always returning to her old way.

Just how long China will

turn in her circle we do not know.

Perhaps the time is near-

ing when she will break from it and gain her freedom;*and with
that her art will change.
Japan.
The Japanese are a people of deep convic
tion, whobo expression of thought had been regulated, and
whose emotions have been restrained.

They, like the Chinese,

are ancestor worshipers.
In both these races the art has a far away,
mysterious, ethereal quality; both races show superb crafts
manship , fine taste and patience in the perfection of minute
detail; and both are able to see the fine coloring on a bird's
throat or the transparency of an insect's wing.
But, while China is a single block, slow
in movement, secretive, and heavy, Japan is nervous, tense in
movement, more willing to be taught, and more ready for a
change.

In other words Japan is in a moving world.

art shows this difference in her mind.

Her

She expresses more

subtle feeling, finer proportions, greater lightness, grace
and originality than does China.
In Japanese art much use is made of occult

balance.

Oeoult balance ntire our Imagination,^ and wherever

used, either by an individual or a race, it is indicative of
a high development.
In varied forms end adaptations, the ideas
and motifs of Japanese art are oopied the world over.

$helr

block prints, paintings, flower arrangements, screens, dishes,
and gardens lend themselves am anggestions.
$ho real oontrlbution of Japanese art to
the world is in deaeration, which she ha# given more than
any other country exeept Oreeoe.
SD1MART
Since art portrays the essential character
of the age, to understand art we must understand the mind of
the race that produced it.

On the other band the hopes, ideals,

and aspirations of any raoe or nation oan be better understood
by knowing the history of its art.

Regardless of its purpose

or its form, art oan he traced back to some inner feeling and
is closely and inseparably interwoven with life.

In this

chapter dealing with the background of art in which the thread
of art development from early times, has been followed we see
a development which is naturally very closely allied with the
history of art.

Only tho main characteristics of each ooun-

^„1 Goldstein, Harriet and Vetta, Art in Every Day life.
p* *1#
"""" " .....
, „#
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try or period have been touched.

In bob ® eases mention is

made of only one period bat that one was typical of the race.
She purpose in each case has been to point out some of the
ways and to mention some of the points of contact wherein art
has played it® vital part with .these peoples, and to show
that art is merely an expression which symbolises the parti
cular disposition, desires, and ideals of each race.
Either consciously or unconsciously every
nation has had its art.

It in the way in which art is bound

up with life processes that gives it form and but for this
association it would not exist.

Art in one form or another

ha# occupied the human Bind throughout the greater part of
!
'
man's history. It is one thing that leaves permanent re
cords through the cycles as civilisations rise and disappear.
In the following chapter we shall see ways
in which art is being developed in America in the modern
era.

AMERICA, ART IN PRESENT DAE LIFE
CHAPTER IV
INTRODUCTION
In America the epre&d of democracy has en
lightened the populace and brought about the greatest known
scheme of popular education.

The present period is also the

greatest scientific and industrial ago of history.
Art in America is now largely the art of the
machine and "machinery has taken away the opportunity for self
expression ... taste has been dulled by

products of a com

mercial world which frankly looks to profits first." 1 Energies
are used, largely, to promote the material side of life; val
ues are judged in terms of profit and practical application to
dally needs.

In the following pages we shall point out some

of the ways in which art is being developed, and show some
of its praotioal applications to daily meeds in American life.
ARCHITECTURE
IL^Sky,scraper.
Architecture is the art in which America
leads.

The skyscraper is a true American creation, not

copied from any other country as has been the case with most

1 Gardner, Helen, op. olt., p. 467.
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of her other arts.

It typifies the real national spirit, and
1
in it America has achieved world supremacy.
Architecture In America has established a

right foundation for permanent growth.

America until lately,

has had the material prosperity which allowed business firms
and individuals to build as they desired.

She has had a long

period of training in the principles as they are taught in
other countries end has in turn established schools of struc
tural engineering and of architecture.

The American tradi

tion, then, in architecture is genuine, it has come from
necessity and from the spirit of the American people.
Its growth has been due to the rapid rise
of land values and the congestion in olties.

Factors making

it a success aro the use of steel, reinforced concrete and
fireproof brick as structural materials, and the development
in elevator service, lighting and heating.
The skyscraper may show progress, but it
does not always show beauty.

We have but to look around ue

in many of our olties to see towering buildings that jar the
nerves and mar the oity sky line.

However, recent develop

ments in zoning laws have aided In the betterment of this con
dition, and now many of the buildings as well as the city sky1

1 Tallmadge, Thomas E.. The Story of Architecture in
America. Oh. XI.
--------------- ----

line reflect beauty and majesty.

She ugly ones, though, like

an ugly statue, must often remain.
The Arohlteot.
As architectural Interest has spread over
the country, the architect has risen to a position of great
prominence.

His fame has gone to the homes of millionaires,

to hotels, school buildings, ohnrohes and modest homes.
While the utilitarian side was being perfected In Its every
detail, the ideal of beauty oame 'Into the competition for
better and better forms.
Tho Public.
Ho matter who owns, them, buildings are
objects of public oonoern.

Popular sentiment in favor of

some school building or town hall, or sentiment against it
is common today, for the public is very willing to speak what
is in its mind.

The ideal of the present time tends toward

the object that pleases the eye as well as the one that is
well made.
Architecture in America has made itself a
part of the lives of the people and in so doing has estab
lished the strong foundation which has given to it perma
nence and excellence.

4,7

ART IN INDUSTRY
The Automobile.
At the beginning of oar present era of mass
production, most manufacturers were not especially concerned
with art.

Beery lord was one manufacturer who did not be

lieve that art had any special place in hie business.

We

can well remember that the old style Ford oar plainly showed
''
;
this lack, as it was decidedly ugly. However we can also re
member the jokes about this same oar concerning its efficiency•
Regardless of the appearance of the "Tin lizzie" It was well
made and it did give good service.

Efficiency was the keyword

of that time.
Henry Ford was honest enough
art was a thing apart from his profession.

io

admit that

Be, like many

others, may have believed that art was something for museums
and was of no practical value.
With many manufacturers, when an efficient
article was produced, effort stopped at that.

Efficiency and

beauty were not thought of as going together.

Honest work

that served its purpose well, as in the case of the Ford oar,
was all that mattered,

we can well remember that the Ford

did break all records in sales.
Just about this time when the Ford oar
production was beyond all believable numbers, Hr. Ford was
visited by some research experts who were studying the chang-
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log habit* of people and its effects upon markets for goods.
The oonolueione formed toy these experts were that motor ear
manafaeturlng would In the future be merged Into the hands
of a few big firms; that women would be an Increasing in
fluence in the purchase of oars; that beauty of lino and oolor
would be the determining factor in selling oare,

Mr. ford's

comment was that none of those concerned the fiord Motor oar,
and he continued to produce his very efficient oar at its
very low price, and hie males continued to increase.
Mechanical perfection in our making was
then just about at its sen1th, and with keen competition,
many companies became concerned with, the appearance of their
oars.

Especially the very fine, large, expensive oars needed

some special reason for continuing trtth their high prices.

So

in their case beauty of appearance in nil details came to bi i.
stressed,

the large luxurious oare were in direct contrast to.

the little cheap ugly oars.

But in the crowded streets the

smaller cars were more practicable.

Walter Chrysler, about

this time, produced a small oar that was efficient, but that
was beautiful too.

Then the Chevrolet Company produced a light

model that was efficient, reasonable in price and of very good
line and form.

Very soon the Chevrolet output exceeded that

of the ford Company.

With this, beauty in oar manufacturing

had com® into its own.
firnm making the more expensive oars had
their own art departments with directors and complete organ
isation equal to that of the engineering department,

bo
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beauty and utility worked side by eide.1 Leading member# of
automobile firms even entered art classes spending an entire
season in color study alone.
reason for its existence.

Art had ooee to have an economic

Bhen two articles of equal u-

tility are before us we usually decide in favor of the one
most pleasing to the eye.

When art came to a place where it

was a part of the selling argument, business men of even such
standing as Henry Ford had to humbly bow to its service.
Heedless to say the little tin Ford followed in the pathway
of beauty la form, line and color; and now the Ford too is
noted for its very pleasing appearance.

In graphic advertising, demands for new
ideas, finer ideas, more striking ideas are constant in the
. -;
' 3
'
effort to attract the eye of the publie. Pleasing pictures
have been created of such homely things as bowls of cereal,
bacon and eggs, cans of vegetable dll, frying pans, and clean
ing brushes.

•

■

"

'

■

■-

Advertising has put upon the artist the
task of saying what cannot be said in words.

At first, artists

considered advertising beneath them, but artists, as well as
other people, must sometimes consider financial returns..
.."""""....."........ ........... ... ....

................ .... ....... ..

As

...— .. .. ...

1 Calkins, Ernest Elmo, "Beauty the Sew Business Tool,"
m w i l a a s i o .Mpnthly, August, 1937, pp. 145-147.
3 Richards, Charles E., Art In Industry, pp. 475-476.
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advertising did pay well, many of the better artists entered
the profession.

At first the commercial artists aimed only

to picture realistically the articles to be advertised.

When

accomplishments in that line were exhausted they added more
color; but soon they were following the modernists, were
starting out into fields of imagination far from realism;
In this,art they tried to suggest rather than portray actual
fact. •
This new businees art is forming its own
style and is creating its own technique.

Already it has

taken its place among the important fields in art.

Classes

and schools specializing in commercial art have sprung up all
f
over the country.
"What is called commercial art is simply art patronized
by those who have goods to sell— or, to look at it in
another way, who are in the market to buy. Art has al
ways needed patrons. Benevenuto Cellini had to deal
with the Medici, the Popes and the Kings of France.
Was he really a, free man? Was he untainted by oomeercialism? Is the artist worse off in our day, when he
must make a living by catering to the tastes of adver
tisers and magazine editors?" 1
•Of course there are some drawbacks to such a career.
In some agencies the work is so subdivided that one
man draws nothing but bands, another nothing but heads,
a third makes figures, and no one of the three has a
ohanoe to execute a complete picture. Or a man may
slip into some specialty of commercial life— he may
spend his days drawing pickles! But at the worst be
earns a living in a workmanlike manner, and if he has
ability and creative fire he will manage to escape into
a broader field.* 2

1 Duffas, R.
2 Ibid., p.

P. 109
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trapr»era and Can Labels.
When tho artlEt created a4Tertl»e»ents of
foods for aale, he often had to Introdoee the object Itself
Into tho ploture.

The appeara»oo of the box or package aided

or hindered hlia in producing a pleasing effect, ae a good
looking oraoker box and a good looking can of pork and beane
could bo made into a more attractive picture to oatoh tho eye
of the eonsuser than an ugly cracker box and an ugly can,
regardless of the fact that tho ugly ones might bear the
trade marks of the old reliable firne•
In many oases manufacturers, under this
pressure, discarded the old forms and employed artiste to
create pleasing labels for their goods so that their article
would be worthy of an artistic setting along with that of
other competing firms.1 This growing demand for better look
ing objects has also beam caused by the increased good taste,
culture, and sophistication of the public.
Perfuao Bottles and Bath, Sy.tg_Jars.
When people of the future are excavating
ruins or studying the civilization of the past and they are
collecting remnants of our particular age, they may hunt for
our perfume bottles as we now burnt Indian arrow heads.
Perfumes are now so well perfected and so

1 Calkins, op. clt., pp. 142, 161-168.
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well blended that the right odor ie available for eaoh type
of personality and aro classified in odors that are heavy,
medium, and light suitable for use at different hours of the
day, some for morning, some for the afternoon and some for
evening.

Certain perfumes are suitable for formal affairs

while others are especially for sports use.

Certain ones

are made for older women and others especially for the young
girl.
After perfecting perfumes for personalities,
occasions, and ages the manufacturer turned to perfecting
the container with the result that we have now developed a
new art in the making of perfume bottles.
Perfume bottles following French designs
aro created in styles of rare beauty especially the irides
cent effects ranging from opaque blue to almost transparent,
reminding us of old Phoenician ware.3Bath salts also have been graced by being
made in beautiful colors, even to a mixture of soft pastels
or a lovely rain-bow effect.

Hot content with that the man

ufacturer turned to the bath salts containers and made them
in forms resembling exquisite bric-a-brac.

So well did he

conceal the purpose of the object and so well did he create
the style in the form of a little ivory elephant t perhaps, or1

1 Ibid., p. 146.
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a ounnlng duok that it ooald easily pass for an object solely
for decoration.
Textile Designs.
Especially the business of designing pat
terns for silk dress goods has brought from the artists,
styles common only to this age.

A casual glance at a dress

may give the pleasing effect produced by the repetition of
some simple motif.

But on closer examination this motif may

prove to be some bit of modern life— a view of a orowd at
the stadium,! a couple dancing, a graph or a statistical'
chart.%
Our purpose for mentioning these modern
patterns is to show the present trend of the times— that is,
of art’s making use of most oommonplaoe subjects.
Styles are created or fads are created just
to attract the buyer.

He may have old things that are still

good, but a new stylo attracts him and he desires to buy the
new thing.
This psychological fact does not escape the
manufacturers and following its oue they are constantly
bringing before the buyer new designs and new models.
Shops.
Shops today are designed with all the skill1

1 Richards, op. oit., plate opposite p. 68.
2 Galkins, op. oit., p. 164.
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And taste employed in designing a boudoir,

the entrance

suggests hospitality, warmth and friendliness while in the
interior the placing of rugs and arrangements of the chairs
for customers, suggests the careless grace of a drawing room.
All the arts of the interior decorator are here brought into
play to orente an artistic setting for the merchandise.
The old-fashioned store with its long ugly
counters and shelves beck of them for holding the merchandise,
is just about gone.
The new idea in industry seems to be that
of creating a proper setting for the products which are for
sale as well as having the goods themselves enticing.
The Passing of Hand Hade Articles.
The advent of the machine has almost e r
llsinated the minor arts, as the work of the craftsman le now
largely supplanted oy the machine made article.

When mass

production began, people were so delighted in having quanti
ties of articles furnished cheaply that mediocre and even
homely objects were accepted.

In the ’90's, at the beginning

of this era our country suffered from having an overwhelming
amount of junk thrust upon it.

That v.-at? the age of flowered

carpets , embossed will paper, elaborate clocks, bric-a-brac
and "that note".
This era was accepted joyously.
wealth and that in turn brought travel and study.

It brought
In time the
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public realized that in all of their stereotyped objects
something wae lacking.

It was tho art and the charm of the

old homemade articles that was gone.
cle did not satisfy the eoul.

The machine made arti

The manufacturer, himself,

had been primarily concerned with mass production, and the
ugly forms of his products had escaped his notice.
To remedy this trouble the skilled designer
was employed who created good designs and who worked along
with the manufacturer.

With that, art took its place in this

era of mass production, as a necessary element in the manu
facturing of machine made goods.^
locomotives. Machinery, I)ynames.
Let us compare the appearance of the loco
motives of today with the ones of a few years ago.

How simple,

appropriate, and unified are the.forme of the engines we have
now, in comparison to the old styles, stilted, constrained and
ugly.

Our reader may say that he has not noticed the new

models.

This is just a proof that they are pleasing and

soothing in effect and have fulfilled the purpose of the de
signer who wished to eradicate all inharmonious effects in
their appearsnoe.
Even machinery in our era of the machine
age is touched by art.

1 Ibid., p. 147.

An art fraternity in one of our lead-1
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lag universities has sent through the country an exhibit of
a few select pictures, male by students, including in that
group a aoene from a boiler room.

The idea of art in mach

inery may seem far fetched to some people, but machinery can
be beautiful.

True beauty H o c in the object itself; deep,

lasting beauty lies in simplicity, harmony and appropriate
ness to a purpose.

Considering beauty in that light it may

be found in the boiler room of a factory, in a locomotive, or
in an electric dynamo.
"Fifty Books."
She term "Fifty Books" is applied to a
certain exhibition of books that is given each year In which
the fifty best books of different publishers are chosen with
no attention paid to the subject.

The books are chosen as

best books, because they represent the best in the art of
bookmaking, in being well made and well printed.
There is art even in a printed page.* Print
ing may be pleasing in size, form and tone, or it may be poor*
The margins may be of a good width so that the whole effect may
be pleasing to the eye.

The principles of design to observe

there ure shape, harmony balance, and proportion.
The,books are judged on the good qual
ities of their general make up which includes color of binding,
size, design, printing etc.1

1 Goldstein, op. oit., pp. £39-242.
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The Art Masearn Aids Indaetry.
The Art Maseam is no longer an unnatural
plaoe kept within closed doors«

Its treasured collections

are now being used by manufacturers for laboratory designs.
Each year exhibits are made of goods designed by the in
spiration received from museum pieces.
"A questionnaire sent to 41 of the largest museums early
in 1928 revealed the fact that 14 museums were offering
educational service to industrial arts and that the Art
Institute of Chicago was making plans to inaugurate such
work."I
Museums have been an aid in furthering art
interests and art production in different industries, but the
present trend seems to be to leave the museum ideas for those
of the life about us.

In other words art tends toward the

new, the modern.
Art-ln-Trades Club.
"The Art-in-Trades Club of Hew York City, founded in
April, 1906, Is an association of men connected with or
interested in the art trades. Its object is: mutual
advancement, social intercourse, and study. The Club
is composed mainly of interior decorators; manufacturers
and salesmen; also the representatives of the textile,
furniture, and fixture industries; and of designers and
workers in the art orafte, such as v.ood, leather, stained
glass, metal, etc.
"The aims of the club are: a practical study of art in
trades; the fostering of mutual helpfulness and under
standing, and the promotion of good fellowship among those
working in the trades represented. Lhe olub maintains
a olub room and holds meetings throughout the season.1

1 Williams, Gladys Potter, "The Art Museum's Educational
Service to Industrial Arts", School Life. Yol. XV, Ho. 4.
December, 1929.

at whioh the epeakers are speoiaiiots In their respec
tive oallinge and at which discussions of mutual Interest
are alwaye encouraged.nx
Modern Art in Industry.
The form of art called "modern" is just now
the popular art flare.

It is supposed to represent the life

about ue— that 1b , the modern life.

Some of it takes us into

such far-flung fields of imagination that most of our minds
are loft blank.

To some of us it expresses nothing, and

some people say that in reality it has nothing to express•
Modern art has taken its plaoe in advertis
ing, in textile designs, in house furnishings, wall interiors,
and a touch of its influence may be detected in many of the
city skyscrapers.^
Modern art receives its share of jokes.
Sone people say the effects are produced by throwing the
paint with a spoon, thus eliminating the use of the brush
entirely.

A rumor is abroad that a modern painting receiv

ing the first plaoe at a large exhibit of modern paintings, was
one that had been accidentally hung up-side-down•
At any rate modern art is with us and the
same forces that have created our fapt-eteppinp, bright-colored
civilization have formed our modern art.1

1 Richards, op. oit., p. 467.
£. Talloadge, Thomas E., op. oit., Plate opposite p. 298.
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AHT AID THE HOME
Introduotion*
y A oonnoiBBeur of art hae said that in order
to walk with beauty we need not limit ourselves to trooping
through the galleries of our formal oolleotione of art.*
The oommonplaoe articles of everyday use
which we constantly see and use help to form the character
of our. daily lives.

Happily for us the time has passed for

ugliness to be a sign of the serviceable object.

Instead,

color and pleasing line replaces ugliness even on our most
common things, and no detail is wanting in making the home,
its furnishings and its surroundings more enjoyable and more
homelike.
Comfort.
To most of us the term "home" means a place
where we can relax, rest, and be in comfort.

Old Hick flint

in prehistoric times experienced comfort when he sank down
on a velvety mat of moss, all tired out after a run to get
•

p

off the blll-of-fare of some pursuing monster.
Humanity, after all * has not changed much,
for even now we arrive at home after our day's work with a
sigh and a grouoh, and flop down in the first convenient1
2

1 De Forest, Robert W., "Setting in Step with Beauty,"
American Review of Reviews, January, 1926, p. 63.
2 -----The Story of Comfort. p. 4.
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place.

We take a long breath and thank God that the day Is

over. 1 -

Atmosphere.

/
Comfort la something that we all like in

our homes.

Other ideas, however, of what is to be desired

there may vary greatly with the individual.

In our fast-

paced age many people are not at home long; they eome to
change clothes and then hurry away to some meeting or amuse
ment.

Our own idea of a home makes it what it is.

In each

case the home merely portrays the atmosphere of its occupants.
However, eome study on our part can aid os in producing the
atmosphere we most desire.
"If a stage setting shows a living room with glaring
lights, bright flowered wall paper, a red and green rug,
showy lace curtains, and over decorated lamps, one ex
pects the people who live there to come on the stage more
or leas gaudily dressed, perhaps chewing gum, and using
a good deal of slang. Suppose, however, that the setting
shows a room with soft and mellow lights, ivory walls,
rugs with subdued and harmonious coloring, plain white
curtains with quaint chintz draperies at the windows,
simple furniture, with some comfortable chairs In front
of a hospitable open fire, plenty of books, some flowers,
a few good pictures, and eome pieces of pewter and lus
ter which oattih the light and create points of interest.
The audience would expect the people who live In this
room to be quietly dressed, low-voiced, and to have
dignity and charm." 1
Have we taken time to think of our own homes
and what they express?

Would it be worth while for us to

study this little art of decorating and arranging our homes?

1 Goldstein, op. cit., pp. 331-333.
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Is the unit of society which Is the basis of oar suooesE or
failure In the life that we must live, worthy of our best
thought and effort?

The art of the home should be our great

est art, and no effort should be spared in creating an atmos
phere there that is restful, peaceful, and inspiring.
The Phonograph and Radio.
An atmosphere that is restful, pleasing and
inspiring to most people depends somewhat upon effects re
ceived either consciously or unconsciously from the appear
ance of objects around them.
are they good-looking?
otherwise?

Are the things around ns ugly or

Is there influence for good, or is it

Most of us oan remember the old fashioned phono

graph with its ugly box and loud horn.

It was such a wonder

ful, new creation, and people wore bo charmed by listening to
it that they did not even notice its ugliness.

The race in

competition among manufacturers, however, finally changed
the appearance of the old phonograph with the result that
the great horn disappeared and the box.was transformed from
ugliness to a fine creation in art•
With tho coming of the radio, the public
had already developed or acquired a better sense of taste.
Manufacturers were already alert to the demands of the dis
criminating public, and the radio was immediately made into
an object of beauty.

Its appearance is pleasing and it is
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beautiful even when silent or— "especially when silent."!
The aadlator. Modern Heater, and Boiler.
Another object in our homes that has changed
from ugliness to a form that is pleating and beautiful is the
radiator, as the day is long past for it to exist as an un
disguised piece of heating machinery.

It is concealed in a

cabinet designed so that It harmonises in line and in feeling
with the room in which it is to be used.

Some of the styles

are truly modern in spirit and are an addition to the art
schemes of the modernists.

Soite radiators are designed with

the unmistakable line of fine furniture particularly adapted
for tho furnishing of period rooms.

Others are dainty and

graceful, made in pastel shades, especially for boudoirs and
children's rooms.

Under the new spell of art, then, even the

radiator has blossomed forth and by grace of curves, and charm
of line and color, has added to itself good looks and at the
same time has not sacrificed its heat.6'
She modern heater came into use as did the
radio after the public had become moru observant of forms
that are good.

Immediately the heater, was produced in shapes

that are pleasing and styles that are an addition to any good
looking room.
Along with tho modern heater and the radiator.1

1 Calkins, op. oit., pp. 148-149.
E -— — Hew Artistry in aadlator Concealment, pp. 1-6,
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the holler In the basement or furnaoe room has been touche*
by art.

It 1b In keeping with the purpose of the boiler that

it should bo enhanced in look# by the color red, as that color,
all through history, has signified fire, animation, and warmth.
Black is often combined with the red in proportions that follow
art principles of three parts to two, or three parts to five.
The beauty of the design and finish of the boiler is eo com
plete that it permits the basement or furnace room to be trans
formed into a really useful, livable place, ideal for a play
room or work room.
The Kitchen.
In considering work rooms certainly we may
well begin with the kitchen, which is easy to make pleasant
.

"

■

■

■

'

'

-

'

^

'

of depressing by its plan of arrangement and its decorations.
Cheerful surroundings have something to do with keeping away
fatigue and the blues.
In the modern kitchen the monotony of one
plain color has given place to many colors and to designs
in the tiles of the floor and sink, on the knobs of the cup
board doors and in the decorations on the eploe cans.
curtains enhance the whole color scheme of the room.

Dainty
The

refrigerator le made in perfect proportions, fitting unob
trusively into its place, while the sink on the other side of
...

the room gives a perfect balance.
a space needs to be filled.

The stove fits in just where

In fact the whole effect of the
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kitchen be a unit Is so pleasing that one receives the Im
pression of unity and balance produced by the Greek models.
Greek thought reached such subjects as the kitchen long be
fore our time, however, for old Xenophon, himself said that
"pots and pane, arranged in order, are fair and graceful."
Art Enters the Plumber *s Trade.
She bathroom Is the one room that distin
guishes an Amerloan home of today from the homes of all other
lands.

plumbing fixtures are created In new and beautiful

design© and In many exquisite oolore•

Sheet new fixtures

have aided in making a modern Interior of the old-fashioned,
bathroom.

Inspiration for the creation of some of the inter

iors is received from historical incidents or achievements
in art a s , for example, the use of Ming green, the fresh
colorful green of growing thing© which was the official color
of the Ming Dynasty which directed the destiny of China from
1868-1644. A. D.

,1a. this particular color scheme the Ming

green has been used as the key color and in combined into a
beautiful arrangement with rose, relieved with an aooent of
gold and magenta.
She Ivolro de Medici bathroom has furnish
ings and fixtures of the mellow tint of ivory, a color that
was first perfected by Italian potters working under the fam-1

1 Chambers, Prank P.. Cycles of Taste, p. 86.

008 Medloi family In floreaee , Italy.

In this interior the

beauty of the old ivory color 1b enhanced by the contrasting
peaoh colored walls, the blue of the floor and the green of
the ourtains.

Many other attractive bathroom sohemee have
■

/

'

•

been produced by the inepiration received from certain other
. ”
1
art periods in history.
Bath towels, wash cloths, soap, and tooth
brushes are obtainable in many colors, tints, and shades.
These may be chosen so as to harmonize tilth the curtains, the
tiled floor, or the accent in the wall paper#
Wall papers that are waterproofed especially
for bathrooms are common now and are seen in lovely colors
and patterns— modernistic, floral, Chinese, brilliant back
grounds across which are beautiful flying birds; or colorful
ships on a shimmering sea.
Tile finishes and glazes of the present
age are lovely in colors and patterns.

Cleopatra in Egypt,

according to historical accounts, had a tiled bath.

Tile

glazing in our era is merely the restoration of an old art
which goes back at least to the time of Babylon.
The modern bathroom seems to have offered
unlimited possibilities to the manufacturer and to the dec
orator.

A beautiful bathroom adds brightness to life and

"has a strong appeal to those who esteem the mental— and al-

1

Standard. on. 1-1B.
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moot spiritual effect received by beginning the day with
1
beauty."
Color.
Bright colors reflect life and merriment.
To follow the use of color through the history of mankind
would be an interesting subject for a thesis study.

One

noticeable feature of color is that in periods of peace,
wealth and gayety the colors used are bright one®, and they
are used in abundance, while In period® of decay or war, color
turns decidedly to the dull and somber hues.

This effect is

seen in objects of art, in textiles, and even in buildings,
for some time America has been resting at ease in a period of
wealth, peaoe, and lightheartedness.

To see ways in whioh we

have used oolor during this prosperous era we have but to
look at the colored typewriter® now made in tone® to match
any oolor scheme of office or classroom, the electric irons
in colors to blend with those of the interior of kltohen or
laundry, of the bright red awning® and our houses of rose
oolor, pink or orchid.
Color® have certain meanings and they have
certain psychological effects,

for instance, red signifies

anger, fire and danger— that is why we have the fed flag or
red light as a danger signal.

1

When people are very angry we

■Homes of Comf o r t , pp. 4-9,
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gometimes eay they "Bee red".
ing and receding.
sky.

Blue on the other band 1b quiet

It le the color of the ooean and of the

Its effect Is cooling and calming,

has stood for truth.
our American flag,

through history It

We hove It symbolised In the blue of
from the word blue has developed our term

"true blue" meaning genuine.
Yellow, the bright sunny color, sparkles
and glitters.

Its warmth and glow brings happiness.

Sparkle

and glitter are not always lasting or true at base, however,
and from that Idea has oome the expression "his yellow streak".
Implying some drawback In a person's character.
All the colors of the rainbow oould be so
described and a chapter written mpon each, but in this short
study we cannot do it.

Just now we are to think of color and

its effect in the home.
Be are unconsciously Influenced by the colors
around us.

Beds and yellows are called the warm colors, as

they are stimulating in offeot, while the greens and blues are
termed cool colors, because their effects are cooling and
quieting.
"Too muoh warm oolor may be exciting and 'loud*, while
too much cool oolor may be depressing. The experience
of two tea-rooms designed to appeal to the same class of
patrons illustrates this point. One tea-room had walls
of a light, dull yellow-orange (sand oolor) and spark*-~
ling red-orange candle shades. The other room had oold,
light gray walls and purple candle shades. In the yellow
ish room conversation seldom lagged and the people were
cheerful. When the same people entered the gray and
purple room they began to whisper. Although the gray
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room had an ideal location, served excellent food, and
charged the same prides as the yellow room, it failed
after a very short time*"*
Would it not he well then for a housewife
to understand the psychological effect of color?

If her

husband began the day by having his hot cakes and coffee
served in a breakfast nook of a color scheme done In orange or
yellow, the sunninees and sparkle of those surroundings would
start his day right.

Then at night after the day's work, to

retire in a bedroom of subdued green tints or blue would
bring the soothing, quieting effects desired after a long
tiresome day.
dolor and its effects is an infinite sub
ject,

Surely then the average person oould well profit by

learning just a little about it.
Press.
Our clothes are a mixture of forms from other
times and from other countries, just as our civilisation is a
composite of many ideas.

Art is a means of communication and

so is dress, for our clothes often portray what we are, much
better than we ourselves oould explain.

Clothes should be a

means of individual expression, a means of enhancing our best
qualities.
"All the preaching against appearance as a snare and an
empty vanity has never changed the fundamental fact that1

1 Goldstein, op. oit., p. 190.
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drees has a tremendous influence upon individuals, upon
both the wearer and the beholder. The consciousness of
being becomingly and fittingly.dressed for the occasion,
whatever that occasion may be, strengthens and insures
one's self-oomfidenoe tremendously, gives poise and selfcommand, encourages the brain to forge forward, emboldens
the timid tongue, and quickens one's wits along the ave
nues of resourcefulness, inventiveness, grace, speech and
tact. In fact all of one's faculties are stimulated and
inspired by the eonscioueneee of being properly attired." 1
The art of proper ooeturning has its little
place in the ordinary hum-drum of daily routine;

Art extends

to the husband's neck-tie as well as the flower in hie coat
lapel.

Do they match well, or will the effects of the in-

harmony consciously or unconsciously affect his office force?
If the busy man has not had his faculties of discrimination
trained in such things, his wife should have.

If she is

properly carrying out the art of home-making, she will be
up in the norning to see to his appearance before he leaves
for his office.

Too much stress cannot be put upon the proper

study and planning of clothes so as to have them well chosen
and within a person's means.

Housewives, it is said, spend

85 per cent of their husband's earnings, and some of them
even plan with their husbands the expenditure of part of the
remaining 15 percent.
In spending that money,' the housewife needs
to think of color, design, and good taste when buying clothes
as well as other things.

If she is really applying art to1

1 Story, Margaret. How To Dress l?oll. p. 3.

its fullest extent she will remember that art mesne that the
object i» appropriate to a purpose and that it fulfills a
need.
.

AHT AID CHARACTER DE7EX0FXE9S

Two Pictures.
Pictures oan be a silent influence for good
in the Impressionable years of a child’s life.

Take for ex

ample this story of a man’s memory of such an influence in
his own life.

In his home were two pictures, one of a little

donkey, warm, contented, and comfortable, inside a barn where
there was plenty of hay, the other of a little donkey outside
the barn hungry and shivering in the snow.
These two pictures often attracted the
attention of the little boy, as his mother said had been the
ease with his older brother who had always wanted the little
donkey that was hungry and oold put inside the barn.
Art is a means of communication and in the
ease of these two pictures it was a means of bringing ab
stract Ideas before the boys.

A mother or teacher oould spend

much time explaining Justice and injustice, kindness and sym
pathy, but these pictures oould explain much more because they
were an example in a form that the child mind could understand
pets are a part of a child's life, and almost any little boy
is interested in a gentle long-eared donkey.

The child oould
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underetan4 the eituatlon of the two donkeys, while his mind
war not yet able to grasp e.betract principles.
These pictures stirred the child's feeling,
excited hie judgment and hie disapproval.

He made hie own

decisions and expressed his idea of what should be done.
Could we give a better example of a means for character de
velopment than that?
Something to Live Up To.
What is it that you,have thought you would
like to own?

With one person it may be a good watoh.

He

finally obtains the watch and with what joy he possesses it
and with what pride he shows it to others.
may have wanted a fine oar.

Another person

When the hope is realized he

rides in it, tries it at its different speeds, beams with
great pride and praises Its good points.

Another person may

have wanted a home planned just after his own ideas,

finally

that desire is realised and all the friends and neighbors
share in the happiness brought to the owner.
This natural longing to possess something
fine and good should not be Ignored.
us have a few good objects around us.

In our own homes let
One or two good vases

will cost no more than several cheap ones.

A few good well-

selected pictures, a Reynolds, a Billet, and Rembrandt, will
add more to a home than a number of poor ones.

2hc few good

things will be worth their cost in the satisfaction they are

to the owner In knowing they ere good.

This desirable effect

of good pictures and good objects should be an argument for
the value of training children In the critical evaluation of
objects for their good qualities or In other words an argu
ment for the teaching of art appreciations
'jZheee better things furnish us Inspiration
at times when the weight of things has dragged ue down and
our Interest in life in general ie low.

One standard for

judging civilised man le that he ie never satisfied.

He

likes a beautiful object because It meets a need from him own
soul.

The fine thing, the beautiful thing, gives an urge,

an Impulse which inspires and gives seat to life.
Good objects around us give us something
to rally to, or as one woman said after she had been criti
cised for buying a very fine Persian rug, “I know it was expencivo and really more than we could afford but it gives us
something to live up to."
Beauty of Environment.
As well ns being influenced by the contact
with a few objeote of innate quality and worth, character is
effected by the general tone of all the objects by which
people are surrounded.

The clothes. She pictures, the books

and furniture all In one way or another have their influence.
By having taste cultivated and by choosing objects of the
better kind, higher standards may be formed.

Especially to
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the young child the spirit or atmosphere of the surroundings
is a big influence, for a child easily absorbs the general
atmosphere of the environment in which he finds himself.?•
Walt Whitman, in his "Leaves of Grass", says:
"There w e a child went forth every day,
And the first object he looked upon and
received with wonder, pity, love, or
dread, that object he became,
And that object became a part of him for the
day, or a certain part of the day, or for
many years, br stretching cycles of years."
Environment has always been a big element
in the development of character.

A child who is reared in

surroundings which betoken the finer, better things usually
develops better ideals.

While on the other band we hardly
*»
expect beautiful lives to come naturally from environments of
disorder, dirt, and sordidness.

Why is it that the pupils

from outlying districts often have such limited ideals?
reason is their laok of•beautiful surroundings.
there has been narrow.

One

The outlook

Ugly houses, tumble-down fences and

dirty yards are not liable to be conducive to the development
of higher purposes in the growing child.
hr. Harry timers on iosdiok has said that the
cure lor many modern social ills is beauty, beauty of environ2
ment.1

1 Martin, Herbert, Formative Factors in Character, p. 146147, Quoted in Charters, »«. w », xhu i86dhlnK bf Ideals', p. 247.
£ Tilton, Florence, "Art as a Factor in Character Develop
ment", School Arts Kagagine. Yol. 28, Jan. 1929, pp. £69-260.

i
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rlotarce of tho iUght Sort*
2he ImpresBlozia received through the eyes

*111 often outlive the impression# received through the ears*
A mother had seven
last one
home.

wob

bomb,

who all became Bailors.

When the

leaving the wept and begged him to remain at

A neighbor said, "I know why your boys went to sea".

*Why?M she inquired'.

"Because you have always had. a picture

of a ship on the rolling sea in your living room", replied
the neighbor.
What do we remember most from our oh114hood7

Is it a picture that hung in our room or is it a

etory we were told?

An stated in a previous topic of this

sect ion,pictures of the.right kind, full .of pleasing color and
imagination are a means of furnishing inspiration for better
ideals especially to the young people.2 Every picture that
oan aid a child toward, his desire for better things is of
value.

The indirect method of training character is con-

sidered best.
"What Oan I Bo How?"
How often busy mothers are confronted with
this question from the small child.

Arts and handicrafts

offer an unlimited field for solving such a problem.

They

provide the means of satisfying distinct orsvings in the1

1 Gates, Arthur I., Elementary Psychology, p. 417.
2 Tilton, JFlorenoo, op. oit., p. E&9. “ *
3 Charters, W. W., op. oit., p. 161.
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growing ohlid’s nature, which unless they find a proper ex
pression in aesthetic creation and enjoyment may find another
outlet not go worthy.

In other words, the naughty, fussy

cry-baby may need nothing more than to be pleasantly occupied,
\

Handwork and drawing may supply this need.
A Problem Child.
By nature Mike may havo had more to overcome
than most children.

Ho warn an example of the bad boy, with

mentality a little above the average.
honest , profane and unreasonable.

He was stubborn, dis

Fighting was his chief inter

est either as an observer or participant.

During school he

caused much general disturbance.
Although having a talent in art he seemed
to have no interest in making use of it.

The art teacher

admitted that in his case she was unable to make the proper
appeal.

But by some means she discovered that he enjoyed

pictures of prise fighting.

Taking her cue from that she

brought pictures of prise fighting for him to analyse and
study.

At that time the class was working on a project in

which many were doing figure drawing.

Mike, following his own

choice, decided that Dempsey and Willard in the ring would be
his subject and from that time on he was no longer a distur
bance in that class.
Sometimes he left the school yard to oome
to the art room to work on his drawings.

He came before school
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in the mornings to draw and he stayed after school in the
evenings to do it.

At the teacher’s suggestion, he tried

making drawings at home and formed a book of them, each day
bringing hie new work to show.
after a time.

Mike's hardness v/as softened

His teacher had struck a note of fineness in

him that she had never suspected.

She came to know him better

as he talked with her more freely and naturally.

Before the

end of the year he was interested in doing other kinds of
work in art with much interest, but the one thing he never
left was his prise fighters.

Teachers should find the in

dividual interests of each pupil.
Another Problem Child.
John was a child about eight, still in the
x
first grade, known throughout the school building and the
school yard for his meanness and general ability at, breaking
up any group in which he war, taking part.

The children dis

liked him and the teachers had used all their resources in
trying to help him.
One thing he liked to do was model with
clay.

After the art teacher made that discovery she let him

work out projects, in a corner of the room, on the floor,
where he would not be disturbed by others.

He made a farm

with ducks, chickens, pigs, horses, cows, and dogs.

Then he

made a baseball diamond with all the players in action.
made a circus with animals, clowns, and acrobats.

He

John worked

early and he worked late even stealing In during ploy periods
to finish some figure that he had been foroed to leave at the
olose of the last olass.
He. worked

bo

well that the art ieaoher

asked to have him excused from other classes when possible.
This was a request that was always wholeheartedly granted by
the grade teacher, for it was with a sigh of relief that she
permitted him to go.
When John was spoken to, he invariably
looked up with a hard expression, a tenseness about himself
and fists ready to ollnoh.

After the many long periods quietly

working In the art room some of the tension and fear left him.
The teaoher often spoke to him, asking him to help her in some
way or to go on an errand.

Onoe when she spoke, he said,

"When people used to speak to me I thought they were going
to spank me, but now I'm not afraid any more."
"Ohlto."
During the time of the revolution in Old
Mexico, refugees sometimes sought protection over the border
in the United States.

"Chito" came from that group.

His family

was camping down in n river bed near a little one room school.
The child was about seven, knew no English, and had never been
in school before.
While other children were reciting, for this
was a school room containing all grades, the teaoher gave

"Cbito" plastloins to uao in modeling.

Bo made gone and he

made people lying prostrate with heads, arms, and legs off.
Suoh a eight ae it wae— war— war— prohably all the child had
known during the few years of hie life.

Just ae every race

hao done and ae every human being ie inclined to do, he was
putting Into form the ideas in hie mind.

It was pitiful to

think any little child's mind should be warped by such horrors.
The teacher helped him to model people who
were whole and people who could stand.

After a time the omis

sion of the legs and arms from the figures was no longer
noticeable.

He began making horses and later made houses,

birds, and doge.

As the interest in his work increased he

begun to show some signs of expression in his face.

He showed

relief from the state of tenseness and the callousness that
had enveloped hie whole being.
Before long he was trying to play ball with
the other children.

He began to smile occasionally and by

the time his people were ready to move again he seemed like a
different child.
All of his surroundings were new, and of
sourse the child had many adjustments to make.

Hot knowing

English, art was one means of oommunioatioa and through it
be was able to tell us what he had seen.

Through it, too, he

was led into the creation of something better than war scenes
and horror.

n
Alleen and EowarA.
The bright, gifted ohlid 1b the teaoher's
joy.

Two pup11b of this type were Alleen and Howard, who

were handsome, wholesome children.

Alleen's talent in draw

ing ranged from funny oartoona to figure drawing and portrai
ture •

Howard oould draw the human figure in action with each

skill that hie work would do credit to many, much older and
more experienced than he.
These two children are among the gifted few
who have a ohanoe of attaining real fame.

The development

of their talentF should moan an abundant life for them, while
curbing their talents might distort their outlook on life and
warp their ohareeterc.

Each individual should develop his

best talents.
"Character consists in a man steadily pursuing the things
of which he finds himself capable.
<

>

*
'

'

:

ART AND HEALTH
Art, an Emotional Outlet.
Art, itself, is some times called organized
emotions.

It originates from some desire in the heart of man

to express something.

This desire to externalize the hidden

feeling® within is an urge that is as old as the race.
All of us need outlets for our emotions.1

1 Goethe, Quoted in Kilpatrick, William Heard, Source
Book In the Philosophy of Education, p. *a.
"
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Bom# of the unroot of the day and the breaking of the law,
may arise, in part, from a revolt against the continual hum
drum and lack of Inspiration in our daily lives.

Much can

be done by art to give satisfaction to those emotional impulses,
and to guide them into fruitful channels instead of allowing
1
them to run mis guided*
"The studies of psychiatrists have made clear that im
pulses driven into pockets distill poison and produce
festering sores. An organisation of impulse into a
working habit forms an interest. A surreptitious furtive
organisation which does not articulate in avowed ex
pression forms a ‘complex1*. 2
Neurasthenia, insomnia, indigestion, and other forms of ner
vous disorders may arise from complexes,

HoGBlt&lB U99 AlQX*
At one time health and cleanliness seemed
to be associated with dead white.
baths were all kept in white.

Hospitals, elek rooms and

Recently the discovery was

made that color could be used and the sanitary conditone
might still exist.

Then color was Introduced into hospitals

as well as Into the sick looms and into bathrooms.

Now color

is considered as actually having some value in aiding the
sick to recover.
&ttraqtlve_Slqk, Tray.
Food service for the sick as well as daily
1 Kahn, O t t o H . , " A r t Pays andBeauty Pays i n t h e LongRun , "
The School Arte Magazine, Vol. 27, September, 1927, p. 18.
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food eervtoe In the home may be made into one of the fine
arts, by insane of ple&eing arrangement, and by the use of
oolor and good taste.

Doing the right thing at the right

time in the right way, 1b good taste,^ and that is something
much appreciated by the sick.
Aside from careful selection, arrangement,
and color In planning the tray, beauty may be added merely
by variation or the addition of some simple note of contrast.
An attractive tray may make the needed appeal to the patient
to stir hie spirits and bring an appetite.

It mill at any

rate give him something refreshing to look at and think about
for a while.
A M AID m i H I B G iOh CITIZENSHIP
Education for Citizenship.

y

Training for life in association with others,
particularly with reference to the interests, possessions,
privileges, and duties which citizens share with each other
is called education for citizenship.
“Any force producing change in human beings for the better
is included among the agencies of citizenship."2
:'
-■

The "City Beautiful,“
Shis subject first of all brings to mind the1

1 Goldstein, op. olt., p . 4.
£ Douglass, Aubrey A., Secondary Education, p. 411.
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external appearance of the city buiiainge, of tho streets,
public parks, lamp posts, gasoline stations, "hot dog" stands,
etc.

The term "City Beautiful" represents a very fine ideal.

It is a phrase originated by the architects, painters, and
sculptors who wduld like to make our cities a visible sign of
the grand possibilities of our democracy.
It is a splendid ideal, unless it stops at
the attainment of well planned streets, boulevards, parks and
monumental skyscrapers.

The development of the ideal of the

"City Beautiful" to its fullest extent should go beyond the
material evidence of beauty, or the city may be "like unto
whited sepulchres, which indeed appear beautiful but within
;

-

'

,\

.

are full of dead men’s bones and of all unoleanness♦"*
The term "City Beautiful" as well as being
■V:':
applied to the planning and creating of appearances pleasing

'

to the eye should apply to something more fundamental, that
is to the lives of the people, for it is the forming of any
art around the life of its people that gives its form permanency.
If art has ignored this, it is a thing superficial rather than
a thing of real worth,

heal art is an outgrowth from life,

not a thing imposed from without.

The modern city to be

•truly beautiful must grow out of beautiful lives, and out of
healthful, elevating surroundings.1

1 Bible, Matthew, 23:87.
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ffeaohltift Art to Cripples.
Kany oivlo organizations as well as many
individuals are doing a great deal toward bettering the lives
of people in general by putting art into the far earners of
tbo country where it is much needed.

In Cincinnati a school

for the crippled children of the city is kept in connection
with one of the city hospitals.
The school is held in the big Orthopedic
Ward of the Cincinnati General Hospital— one of the really
big hospitals of the world.

Blackboards used In art instruc

tion are employed to divide this large room into five separ
ate classrooms.
As far as practicable, children are given the
same art traising they would receive if in that grade in any
public school. ■Every class receives its share of art training
daily, ranging from fifteen minutes in some classes to a period
considerably longer in others.
The child who is crippled, bed or chairbound, sometimes finds great pleasure in tacta things as sketch
ing, painting modeling or weaving.

An effort is made to

inculcate a love of art in some form in all of the child
ren, so that it may be used as a means to take their minds
off of their afflictions.^ If all children learn how to do
some form of the arts and crafts this may servo them as an sr-1

1 Koch, Felix J.e ’’Teaching Art to a Big City's Wee
Cripples” , The School Arts Hagazine. Volume 27, flo. 1, Sept.,
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mueement or even as a money making eeheme in cage of emergency.
Posters.
Eaoh year the women's auxiliary of the Ameri
can Legion sponsors a poster contest just before the date for
the poppy sale.

Any posters are acceptable for entry in the

contest which have been made by pupils in the elementary
schools.

The theme around whieh the posters are created is

that of the American Legion, its ideals and purposes— espec
ially in oaring for the siok and disabled vaterans. An ap: ♦
■••
peal is made to buy a poppy and in so doing to aid a worthy
cause.

The best posters are used about town to advertise

the approaching poppy sale.

Considerable interest is aroused

among the pupils as a worthy motive is before them, and some
excellent work has been submitted.
School children sometimes design posters
for Rational Thrift Meek.
and in store windows.

These are exhibited in the banks

The object of the posters is to give a

message to the public, to encourage the idea of thrift.

The

oolor of the poster first catches the eye, and the observer
cannot pass by without reading the slogan.

Many people are

interested by a contest of this kind.3- Here art is used as a
means of producing changes for the better in human beings.
Another vital problem confronting the nation1

1 Snyder, Mildred M., "Oar Thrift Poster Contest", The
School Arts Magazine. Vol. 27, Feb., 1929, p. 864.
---
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ae well as the echo©! its that of nafety— the prevention of

ufseloee Ioeb of life.

Stotletloe show that through aceidentB

a human life le lost every cix mlnuteB.

Backing the safety

movement then le a good piece of work for practical applica
tions in education for citleenehip."*" Talks on the subject help
a great deal but visual education is sometimes stronger than
the spoken or written message.

Kehool children design posters

which suggest and remind one of the importance of oare and
caution in the prevention of accidents.

pcront-Toaoher'e

organisations are offering ereellent cooperation in making the
child's "at home" work in this line worth while.
Dangerous intersections are marked and traffic
lanes ere painted on pavements.

Cooperation between the news

papers , polios, fire departments, oivio organisations, schools,
and industrial plants could decrease the death rate in the
United States.3 Art offers an opportunity for children to con
tribute to the welfare of the whole community by doing these things.
The Suooessful Business Man and Art.
Many examples might be cited of people suc
cessful in business who at the same time have loved and en
couraged art.

Talking of art fro# a business man's point of

view we might well speak in terms of dollars and cents for1

1 Marland, Aliee, "posters for Safety Campaign, The School
Arte Magazine, Yol. 27, Ho. 6, Feb., 1929, pp. 554-356.
2 Gates, Arthur I., op. oit., p. 417.
S Marland, op. oit., pp. 554-566.
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that is always a good business argument.

Art teaches people

to appreciate things which are fin® and high and inspiring
and by contrast causes dislike for those things which are low
and vulgar and degrading.

.She beautiful things created in

Italy during the Renaissance are even now five hundred years '
afterwards drawing travelers and money to that country.

The

cultivated taste of the French people developed for genera

j

tions has brought millions of dollars into France.

It is wrong to think of art as a “highbrow"
thing or as something to be set aside for the wealthy.

True

art oomes from the people, and it should be for the people.
Art does, not weaken a man's fiber, but on the other hand it
makes him more elastic and more able to endure strain.

It

has a civic value in that it can bring rewards in forms which
make it perfectly suitable as a subject to be considered by the
1
■
successful business man.
Pity Planning.
pity planning is one of the art problems in
which one man plans the groundwork of the design and then he
turns it over to the public who add the details.

If Leonardo

Da Vinci had made his picture "She Last Supper" in that way
without his own supervision it would not have been one of the
world's masterpieces.

However City planning Boards are oV-1

1 Kahn,- op. oit., pp. 17—18*

bilged to work this way.

Every person who erects a building.

plants a tree, puts up a billboard or advertising sign, is
taking an active part in the art problem and is either helping
or hindering the harmonious effect of the entire plan

This

is why children is the schools neod training in the fundamen
tals of art. / When their turn comes to take part in city
building wa want them to bo able to do it well.
brief analysis of a good city plan— in that of Wash
ington, shows that, first of all, the streets are laid
out in an orderly manner. Shore is enough regularity to
make for an economical use of land, with some diagonal
streets and transitional lines to provide for interesting
views. There are open park spaces to provide air, rest,
recreation, and beauty for the people, there is a main
center of interest— the national Capitol— and subordinateoenters so beautifully placed that the whole plan
is balanced. One is struck by the beautiful proportions
seen here. Skyscrapers are not placed next to one story
b u i l d i n g s t h e r e is a oonslstent relationship oi sises.
As in all good designs there in unity in the whole plan,
and enough variety in details to hold interest.E£
It would not be possible for every city to work out a city
plan as well as the one at Washington, beaouse not many cities
oan have such beautiful buildings. However the school house,
the olty hall, the poet offto®, the ohurohee, the railroad
station, or a park, may be fooal pointe toward which the streets
oould lead.

Every oommmity no matter how small should have

a plan for future development and the plan should be known
to everyone so as to give “enough direction to the movement of
the multitude of separate inpulees to lead the growth of the1

1 Goldstein, op. oit., p. 444.
8 Ibid., p. 446.

city along the right liana
The vie« of the olty of Washington from the
air ie very pleasing as there Is unity In the whole plan.

The

view of a city as seen from the air is one that our new aga
of the airplane must done tier.

Reports of travel, usually

tell the appearance of the country and town ee »een from the
air; as well

be

the view at first hand.

It behooves uo than

in working out olty plane to consider the effect of the view of
our olty ae seen from the airplane if we want honorable men
tion
Future generations will no doubt classify
civilisations of the peat under the air-minded age and the
ancient age.

Cities having plans that are beautiful and

harmonious when seen from the air will no doubt be classified
as belonging to the air-minded era, while cities whose view
from above gives the impression of a mixed up, conglomerate
mass of irregular streets with no general plan will no doubt
be classified as belonging to the ancient period when the
ears "(raged) in the streets and they (jostled) ono against
another in the broad highways; they (seemed) like torches,
they (ran) like the lightnings.
Art Exhibits.
Art Exhibits are often utilized for general1

1 Root, Elihu, Quoted in Goldstein, op. oit., p. 447.
£ Bible, JJaham £:4.
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educational purposes by art cesters end induetrial firms in
fostering the sensible application of the arts of design to
the everyday affairs of life.

Shey are used also to advenes

the expression of the graphic arte that may be applied to ad
vertising and modern methods of publicity*
Some people visit exhibits beoenee it is the
popular thing to do.

They go in, have tea, look around a bit

and come out with a sigh of relief feeling they have done their
duty and wonder afterwards what art has to do with life.
In spite of those few individuals art exi
M b i t s do have good influences, and the exhibits representing
schools, art centers, manufacturing firms, private organisa
tions, or individuals, either American or foreign are of value
in bringing ideas before the people and In encouraging the
love of art and its appreciation.
Art as an Aid in Educating Defectives.
She education of the mentally handicapped
child has been given a good deal of attention by educators.
In this group of children is included those who because of
mental handicaps will never attain sufficient skill in lit
erary or academic subjects to be of immediate use in a voca
tion or gainful occupation.^

/

In educating these children every avenue throu# 1

1 Belter, Frank H., "Pennsylvanias1 13 point Program for
Public Schools; p. 38.

to
which the sluggish mind can be reached and aroused to some
extent should be used so that they will be strengthened end
that some degree of thought and expression may be eeeared.
In working with defectives, the manual arts and handicrafts,
etc., have often been used with good results.

Art as an aid in training for good citizen
ship includes such a large field that we cannot cover complete
ly any of its special phases.

Many individuals and organisations

aid la furthering the good which tray be done by means of art.
Ken's clubs as well as women's clubs are often active in
backing really worth-while movements as beautifying the city
swimming pool and its grounds, improving the appearance of the
city play ground, giving assistance during the Rational Boys'
Reek, Thrift Reek, and Safety Campaigns.

All of these things

point out clearly that art offers an opportunity to everyone
to contribute to the welfare of the community.
ART ARD LEISURE TIKE

"Culture means at least something cultivated, something
ripened; it is opposed to the raw and crude."
"Culture is also something personal; it is cultivation
with respect to appreciation of ideas and art and broad1
1 Andersen,Meta L.
Public Schools, p. 38.
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human intereete.**
She term culture at the present time means
a "widening or enlarging ofl one's environment— that is a
widening of the attitudes and practices of tolerance toward
oar environment and toward people#
She Medieval idea of culture was merely the
securing of knowledge as a means of social distinction and
the more useless the knowledge, the more cultural value it
was supposed to possess•

But the modern idea of culture is

that a study may be cultural and at the same time practical#
Culture consists now in applying everything we know to the
actual living needs of the present.

There is no need for

^

studying pictures except in so far as it aide in bettering
our lives and the lives of those about us.
Clubs.
The art clubs and the groups of people within
clubs who devote their attention to art show that many feel
that art ought to be related to life and they are working hard
to make it so both for their own good and for the good of the
community.
for art."

These earnest people arc eager to "do something
Some of these people have traveled and have seen mas

terpieces of art.

By studying books and engaging lecturers1

1 Dewey, John, Derpoorapy in Education, p. 142.

9B

they try t® keep art alive and pass It on to others#
usual idea of "art" among this group Is painting.

The

They in

vite a lecturer who talks on picture# and shows some lantern
slides.

When an authority on the subject of art is asked to

give a lecture on a phase of his subject he meets some such
situation as this.

The Qhairumn of the "Art Claes" receives

him, expressing the hope that there will be a good attendance.
However she is not enthusiastic for as ehe explains the "Art
Glass" is very small.
After the talk is over there may be some
remarks such as this "Ohl if my husband could only have.heard
you.

But he cares nothing about art; the only pictures that

interest him are the moving picture shows."

The lady was over

looking the fact that these were about the only kind of pic
tures to be seen in that particular town.

The women were

reading and talking about things which most of them had not
seen or would never see, while the men were dealing with faotebur iness, moving pictures, and what not— as actually existing
in their midst.

The women were "getting c u l t u r e t h e men

"doing things.
Contacts for the Spread of Culture.
Instead of "getting culture" in the manner
just mentioned we may begin in more simple ways.

If we cheese1

1 GaffIn, Charles H., Art for Life's Sake, pp. 18-20.

m
our common object# of every day use, not because of their cost,
but because of their fine qualities, we are doing a good deal
;

toward the cause of culture.

For a long time America has

been busied in making money,,and Americans are still inclined '
to judge the worth of an object by its money value.
excellence is not determined by cost.
something deeper.

But real

True quality lies in
:

If we appreciate the artistic qualities in
the objects that are around us every day, ae our fountain pen,
the vase on the table and the paper weights on our desk, we
have by these contacts received an inspiration which will act
naturally for the betterment of our selves and those about
us.

These oommon objects bring happiness or distress to the

mind, and are proper things to interest those who are con
cerned with the bettering of the lives of this generation.
Art is found in common articles as well as in greater things.
Value of a Hobby.
The test of a civilization, as of a man, is
said to be in the use made of leisure time.

Art ;r.ay furnish a

wholesome means for employing leisure hours.

This change is

even like a vacation in that it brings peace and rest from the
monotony of ones work.

The daily tasks are often more or less

in the form of routine— the same thing day after day.

How

fortunate then is the person who oan turn to some hobby, and
lose himself in it for a time*

The person who oan do this
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has a great refuge i'or hinsolf, and we pity the poor Boul
who knows no such place of joy and contentment.
In the hobby ohosen, a man shows In what
fields his real desires and talents lie.

She thing with which

he associates himself may either aid him in bettering himself
or cause him to fall lower.

£o know how to use one's leisure

time well is important an "the function of leisure is recrea
tion and refreshment of strength and spirit after toil.****
In a hobby, one may turn to a world of things far beyond
his m'^ans financially— to groat works of art— no one can de
prive him of these things, or he may turn to history of art
or to the development of his own talents in drawing, paint
ing, sculpture, architecture or the orafts.

This refreshing

change of thought and rest from daily work gives a new lease
on life and one oomos back with renewed spirits ready once more
to enter into the daily grind.

Pleasurable spare time In

terests may be developed in tohool by making art Intelligible
to all.

.

"The Devil Finds Work for Idle Hands."
There are many kinds of art and industrial
work in which young people could be Instructed which would
give them untold pleasure and keep them employed many hours
which might otherwise bo spent uselessly or among bad asso
ciates.

Most girls would become enthusiastic over basketry.1

1 Douglas, Aubrey, op. oit., p. 498.
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gesso work, batik, tie and dye, tooled leather, eons painting
and artistic embroidery if they were taught such things by an
enthusiastio teacher.

When boys find a local demand for a

knowledge of lettering, poster making, block printing and other
1'
crafts they spend long hours working over a project.
The age that really needs to be fed upon the
better things is the age of the growing youth with his wealth ^
O
of energy and emotions that must have a means of expression.
"I Onn't Sven Draw a Straight Line."
You have heard this statement frequently, no
doubt, for it 1b as common among people outside the teaching
profession as it is among those who teach.,
means no more than that to some people.

Unfortunately, art

They think of it in

terms of drawing and painting and the fact that pictures are
but one of the many kinds of art is not considered,

the

person who can draw a very straight line may not possess ar 
tistic ability, and a person who cannot draw a straight line
no matter how hard he tries may be a real artist in one sense
of the word.5 If a man selects his clothes with good taste and
discrimination, buys appropriate and artistic offlot furnish
ings, and has an appreciation for things that are good and
elevating in character, he is a true artist, whether or not

ITliton, Florence, op. oit., p. £60.
2 Newman, Henry, Education for Moral Growth, pp. £62-268.
3 Goldstein, op. oit., p. 4.

he is able to draw a straight line.

Shrowgh training in eohool

he may gain the knowledge which enables him to appreciate,
understand and use art in practical ways.
The Museum.
In the p a s t •the general public often looked
upon art as something to be collected in museums.

Viewed

from that standpoint art was not an integral part of life.
Happily for ae this idea has changed.

The museum is no longer

considered as a thing apart, something to be kept back of
closed doors.
It is now a laboratory for art classes from
those in the elementary school to those in the college.
museum offers opportunity for study and research.

The

It repre

sents a very important influence in the cultivation of public
taste, and in accord with the spirit of democracy

its treasures

are open to all.
Interested in Something.
An interest, a big absorbing Interest of the
right kind like a hobby, may make one happier, fill the days and
nights with peace, and drive weariness away,

peace of mind, happi

ness and a pleasant smile oome as a natural result, and this spirit
is passed on to every one we meet.

One draws more happiness to

himself as people naturally reflect the spirit which the
individual gives out.

''laugh and the world laughs with

9?

you; weep and you weep alone” has certainly been well said.
A big absorbing interest of the right sort
brings to mind pleasant thoughts, calms the nerves and puts
/

a person to sleep at night.

Bights of good sound sleep bring

days filled with enthusiasm.
Baoh of us nay have a big absorbing Interest
that can make his life more meaningful.

In school a founda

tion may be gained, a taste cultivated which may unoonsicot^sly
bring enjoyment,

through art we can be lifted into a realm in

which feelings are expressed la ways that mere words fall, and
oan touch the spiritual things which unite us all.
The Brotherhood of Kan.
Beauty Is a symbol, an outward and visible
sign of the ideal of human betterment•

Beauty chows natural,

normal growth while ugliness shore arrested development and
decay.

Beoognlslng and appreciating beauty furnishes our

lives with a stimulus, an enhancement for the better, a force
which If it does not cause ue to love all men may at least
keep us from hating all men.
This brings art closely to life and gives it
a place in aiding ue toward the goal and hope of mankind in
that of "Peace on earth good will toward men."
SUMMAHY
The purpose of this chapter has been to show
ways in which art 16 being used in our present industrial era
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and our present diaoeratio.society in connection with industry,
worthy home membership, character development, health, de
velopment of good oitisenship, and worthy use of leisure.

For

the sake of clearness the various topics and their relation to
art have been treated separately, but it should be recognised
that there is much over-lapping between them and that the same
example may serve more than one purpose at the same time.
Ways have been illustrated in which art supports the cardinal
objectives of education and of life.
Aside from the subject matter which is pre
sented in art classes, art work if properly presented may
aid in other ways valuable to the pupil.
"(Art) aids in the promotion of better coordination of
mind, hand, and eye (development by doing and thinking
through action). By providing training in constructive
analysis it stimulates specific types of observation,
originality, invention, and initiative; it increases the
power of visualization and creative imagination, aiding
in the capacity of seeing things before they really ex
ist. It increases knowledge and understanding of the
fine works of man, and gives insight into a phase of
nature not incorporated in the natural sciences, that is,
the beauty of nature. In general, the training supplied
by art work is similar in scope to that of literature and
muBie, namely, training in composition, expression, and
appreciation. In addition art work supplies practical
knowledge directly applicable to everyday problems."1

1 Whitford, William G., An Introduction to Art Education,
p . 38.
.
-: .
;

RESPONSIBILITY OP THE SCHOOLS IN RELATION TO
PRESENT ART NEEDS
CHAPTER 7
resume

Art originated first of all in the realm

/

of the emotions arising from some need, some desire on the
part of man to express something which eventually took con
crete form, varying In eaoh cage with the desires and char
acteristics of the individual or race.

Art is a means of

-tepression and has held an essential place in the develop
ment of man during his history*
Ways in which art is being used in our
modern life here in America have been presented, {in var-

)

ious forms art supports the cardinal objectives of educa
tion and of life: industry, worthy home membership, character
development, health, development of good citizenship and
worthy use of leisure time.
If properly presented art may be an aid in
the general scheme of education.

As in the case of other sub- 1

jests, knowledge gained in art classes may be applied to other
cases if the work is so taught that possible applications
are brought to the attention of the pupil.

A person, then,

who has the advantage of this training may apply it while
a person without this knowledge would have no opportunity
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for making us© oi it.
Share seems to be no argument, then*
against the eduo&tlonai value of art in the schools nor the
need for eoae kind of art training for all individuals•
There is, however, a field for discussion of the kind of
art training that may carry over into life situations.
Many people who have hud art training are
not using it.

This is due largely to the kina of art train

ing that has been given in our schools.

How many people

keep crayons. Indie ink, and water colors in ti.eir homes
today?
them?

How ntiaiy people would use them if they did have
Yet this ie all that Borne art training calls to our

minus.

The school art course has often been formal, a
X
'
thing apart from other school subjects. Our problem then
is to offer a training that is related, to other subjects
and that can oe ukei in daily life.

mix/SED PLAN
Heed for Unified Program in Art Education.
She field of art education in the United
States ic greatly In need of careful investigation and research
Students, teachers.and supervisors of art need to think oS
it not only from the local point of view but from that of
the nation as a whole.

This idea is prevalent among leaders

in art education and one authority has clearly set forth
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the idea in the following statement:
"Perhaps one of the greeteat requisites for the future
of art education ie that of national eoreoiousnees.
It it neooEsary to have b national mind’ in ooneiderlng
the problems confronting the future of our subject in
the public schools. It is not too much to hope for a
unified program of art education thoroughly American,
and thoroughly national."!
The general objectives and practices in
art education throughout the country need to be standardized
in BOJuo of the oEsential points.
thiu has not been done.

Up to the present time ;

Different programs are now being

carried out in different places.

Ae long

be

this continues

there io no tangible point upon which to bare our efforts.•
Other school subjects have uniform policies and ctill allow
for the consideration of the needs of onoh individual pupil.
Art

ob

a school subject should also have a plan that Ie

uniform in the fundamentals.
General Objectives.
Briefly stated the general art objectives
are as follows:
1.

"An appreciation of beauty as it occurs in visual
form which enables the individual to express a
richer spiritual and intellectual life.

2,

Ability as a producer or consumer to make wise
selections according to the standards of good
taste in any purchase where lino, form, and color
aro a consideration.1

1 iihitford, op. oit., p. 6.

log
3.
..

Skill in combining and arranging furniture, rugs,
or articles of clothing to produce artietie
effaota. K
fheee objectives remain the ease, funda

mentally, regardless of the special objectives which are
needed in c ertain localities, for certain professions,
for certain ages and for certain individuals.
What is Beauty?
We may well take time here to consider
the term "beautyw .

It is a word often misunderstood by

our practical minded school men.

We must admit that over

emphasis upon it as an aim. In some cases, has earned for
art the reputation of being impractical if not meaning
less .

With a lack of understanding of what the word re

presents , "beauty" has been stressed and generalized in
school art work to such an extent that its real meaning has
about vanished into thin air.

\

Bet us examine some pertinent information
on this subject, information that will clearly show those
things which are represented by the term "beauty".
After three years of study and research
The Federated Council of Art Education has given a comprehensive
report on "art vocabulary and exact meaning".

This study re

quired the cooperation of one hundred and fifty-two workers1

1 Burton, William H., The Supervision of Elementary
School Subjects, p. 660.
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in the field of art education.

She terminology represents

a careful study and suggests possibilities for developing
uniformity of terminology in emrrteelum planning. In or
ganising lesson projects, and in developing a workable
vocabulary for use in schools.

A glimpse at the following

table shows clearly the elements and principles whleh consti
tute "beauty".
Sable 1
Simplest fora of Classification1

lasio
Elements
line

TEjor
liiior
Principles Principles

Sequence
Rhythm

Radiation

Harmony

proportion Parallelism
Balance

Color
Texture

Supreme
Attainment

Repetition Alternation

Form

Light
and Tone
Dark

Robulting
Attributes

Transition

Beauty
fitness

Symmetry
Emphasis

Contrast
■

Proper use of the art elements aooord-1

1 — -— federated Council on Art Education, "Report of
the Committee on Terminology," pp. 27-26.
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lag to the major and minor art principles of arrangement
along with good judgment and good taste results in harmony
and fitness which make up beauty.

This shows beauty to

be a Very real quality instead of being, as some believe,
a term illusive and meaningless.
Plan of Procedure.
The general objectives of art education
in the schools were given earlier in the present section.

A more detailed list of objectives in
art education follows;
1.

"Art primarily for self expression, as a means
rather than an end.

2.

Closer relationship to community needs•

3.

Training in appreciation, taste, understanding of
art.

4.

Development of orderly habits and artistic skill.

5.

Education for the profitable enjoyment of leisure.

6.

Art as expressed in the industrial and commercial
development of the race.

7.

Self-expression in the life needs of the child
through the "projest method", and through cor
relation with other school subjects.

8.

Discovery and encouragement of special abilities."1
These objectives give the generally ac

cepted point of view in relation to the aims in art eduoa-

1 farnum, aoyal Bailey, "Present Status of Drawing and
Art in the Elementary and Secondary Schools of the United
States", Bureau of Education Bulletin. No. 13, 1923.
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tion.

However each partlomlar eyetem, school, olate, or

Individual has hie own needs to consider.

In forming ob

jectives for each special locality, a general survey of
the particular field should he made to determine itts needs.
A list should ho made of all the needs discovered and from
this list should he selected a small number stated defin
itely and used as objectives for the term or year,

for each

objective the means to he need in achieving the ends sought
should be outlined.

An extensive range of activities in

each grade should be planned so that the teacher oan choose
the best ones for her class.

The teacher as well as the

pupil must be allowed to use his own initiative and or
iginality, for to stifle these things kills art.

The

program must be flexible but judgment must be used in this
matter for the art program is frequently so flexible as to
have no real content.
Minimum assentials.
An outline presented by Whitfard* gives
suggestions for possible exercises and experiences that may
be of value to pupils in solving their problems and rea
lising their purposes through art activities in the ele
mentary grades and the junior high school.1

1 Whitford, op. eit., pp. 118-122, and 146-147.

P L A T FOR COURSE OF STUDY (GENERAL ART COURSE) PRIMARY GRADES (1 TO 3)
MINIEIUH ESSENTIALS

Purpose of Course
________

Classroom Activities an&
Experiences_____

Mediums and
Materials

Desired "Outcomes” of
Instruction

Guide play impulse

Free creative expression
in drawing, design and
paper cutting

Pencil
Crayon
Brush
Water color
tempers

A. Fruitful knowledge
*Functional information”
(social and Industrial)
Practical relation of art
to everyday life (cloth
ing, home, city)

Develop imagination
Color sense
(discrimination)
Sense of orderly
arrangement and
good proportion
To illustrate
ideas readily
Using drawing
commonly as a
language

Use of line, form, and
color in representation
and design

B. Attitudes, interests and
appreciations
Ability to appreciate ele
mentary line, form, color,
and simple principles in
objects of Fine and in
Building blocks
Illustration of stories,
dustrial art
games, events of everyday life, Sand Table
themes, nature study etc.
Graphic vocabulary
(drawing of animals,
figures, objects, plants,
action drawing)

Study of art in home and
clothing

Using design
and construction
as a means of expression
Introduction to
study of elements
and art principles
Develop a love and
appreciation of
beauty in nature
and in art

Frese© colors
Paper for out
ing and tearing

Material for
construction
and project
work of various
kinds

Study of art in relation
to town or city
Use simple hues of color
in Illustration, design,
and poster v/ork(simple
decorative arrangement)

Clay
Wood
Plasticine
Yarn

Interests in art galleries,
beauty spots, travel and
further study.
Interests in art galleries,
beauty spots, travel and
further study
Appreciation and understand
Ing of beauty in modern
products of all kinds

PLAN FOR COURSE OF STUDY (GENERAL ART COURSE) P R IMARY GRADES(1 TO 3)

Purpose of Course

Classroom Activities and
Experiences

Mediums and
Materials

(Continued) ^

Desired "Outcomes” of
Instruction

Jute
Rhythmic repeats (borders
Cardboard,
and simple surface patterns)
etc.
Application to constructed
objects (bowl, tile, box.
Illustrative
etc.)
material
Picture study
(pictures.
lettering and printing.
prints, oasts,
etc.)
posters, etc.

C. Mental technique
&ood taste
Discriminating judgment
Creative ability
Initiative
Imagination
Keener observation

Special problems;
Hallowe’en, thanks
giving, Christmas,
Valentine, Easter, etc.
(Christmas cards,
favors, posters, etc.)

D. Right habits and skills
Constructive thinking
and planning
systematic organization
Coordination of mind,
hand, and eye
Freedom and spontaneity
Practical technique
Order, neatness
Body and mind training

Construction, modeling and
project work of various
kinds (pliable materials
which do not hinder
imagination.)
Correlation with English,
nature study, community
life, etc., and all grade
projects possible

\
.

'

i

1

"

!
/

PLAN FOR COURSE OF STUDY (GENERAL ART COURSE) MIDDLE GRADES (4 TO 6)
M B T I M U M ESSENTIALS

Purpose of course

Classroom Activities and
Experiences

Mediums and
Materials

Stimulate self-ex
preeaion and cre
ative ability
through represen
tation, design,
modeling and con
struction

Introduction to problems
through use of line,
form, tone, color, tex
ture, and composition

Pencil
A. Fruitful knowledge
Crayon
"functional information"
Brush
(social and Industrial;
Water color
Tempera color
Practical relation of art
Colored chalk
to everyday life (olothOharcoal
ing, home, town or city,
India ink, eto.
etc.)

Develop control of
smaller muscles
(mind, hand, and oyo)

Free creative expression
in drawing and design
(beauty of line, form,
tone, and color)
graphic vocabulary

More extensive
drill and prac
tice for techni
cal proficiency

Descriptive and informa- tional drawing--net
necessarily for beauty
(line and f o m )

Develop the vocabulary Drawing from nature—
of art
plants, animals, birds,
etc. (lino and form)
Teach the elements
and principles of
art

Memory drawing

Desired "Outcomes" of
Instruction

Material for
construction
and project
work of var
ious kinds.

Understanding of elements
and principles of art and
their adaptation to every
day use.

wood
Clay
Plasticine
Cardboard
Paper for
cutting and
tearing.

Knowledge of construction
and industrial processes
involving art training
Acquaintance with art of
Other countries

P L M FOR COURSE OF STUDY {031 SEAL ART 0 0 ® SE) MIDDLE G R A D E S ( 4 T 0 6 )

(CONTINUED)

Purpose of Course

Classroom Activities and
Experiences

Mediums and
Materials

Desired "Outcomes” of
Instruction

Knowledge of cole*
harmony

narrative Illustration
including figure

Toys
Linoleum
blocks

B. Attitudes, interest#

y/eavihs

Appreciation and under
at an ding of beauty in
modern produets of all

Training in use of
harder and less
pliable materials
Appreciation:
develop a love for
beauty in nature
and in art
Practical relation of
art te life
Build a foundation far
art work of later
years

Study of line, term,
color, texture, and
position in nature,
(past and present),
ility products, etc *
Study of art in clothing,
home, community, and in
dustry
... /
Knowledge of industries
involving art by col
lateral reading and
trips to factories
Picture study, sculp
ture, and architecture
ldomestic and foreign art)

Printing, etc.
Interior deeoration
Costurao de-

% S F "'
Mods

_ . . . ;

Interest in art museums,
travel, and further
ipe design
#tu*
Stagecraft, etc.
Interest in the civic do
m
time, spesifie
mestie, and aaeial
objectives, and
service of art
locality
C. Mental^tochniciue ^ ^
IllmstratIve
material
mating judgment. AFine ebJests,
bility to select and
exoellont
choose wisely
pistores,
prints, and
Creative ability, origin
easts for stimuli
ality, initiative,
and study
imagination, keener
ubservatioa.

PLAU FOR COIR SB OF STUDY (GBHERAL ART COORSB) MIDDLE GRADES (4 TO 6) (Continued)

Rurpoao ofCouree

Classroom activities and
Bportooioos

"

Simple pictorial and deserative composition and
design
;
. _ ,
Lettering, printing, post
ers, sis.
'
Introduction to olomontary
principles of perspective
Applied design in connec
tion with construction

'Mediums and
Materials

Elements and
Ability te analyze works
principles of
of art and to underart explained
stand the factors of
and illustrated
beauty in production
by objects, pho
tos, pictures.
Keener observation:
clippings, d r a w l , beauty of nature and
on board, ote.
fine things of art
Trips to muisms, stores.
factories,
sts-

Construction, rapdeling,
'and project work applic
able to each grade
Correlation with other
grade subjects
Special projects '(Hal*
loween. Thanksgiving,
Christmas, etc.)

S^isirol "Oateomes* of
Inatraetlon

D. Right habits and skills
Constructive thinking
and planning
Systematic organization
Practical technique

notebook or
portfolio for
clippings and
illustrations

Coordination of mind, hand
and eye
Freedom and spontaneity
Order, neatness
Body and mind training
Self-activity
Worthy use of leisure time.

PLAH FOH COURSE OF STUDY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Minimum Essentials
Desired "Outcomes" of
Instruction

Purpose of Course

Classroom Activities and
Experiences

Mediums and
Materials

Introduce She child
to the organised.
activities of the
adult world

Introduction to the study
of art on the secondary
school level

Materials for A.
experience with
the fine arts
(pencil, crayon
braeh, color,
StUe

Develop knowledge
Evolution. The story of art
of the practical
and its progress through
relation of'art
the ages. Influence of art
to life in general
of the past upon present
(individuali home, town or
civilization
city, state, nation)
Acquaint pupils with
study of line, fora, tone.
their heritage of
color, texture, and com
art
■
position In the art pro
ducts of one's environ
ment
Lay a foundation
Study of Public Buildings
for later art
(kinds of architecture,'
work
purpose, design and art
quality/
Teach the elements
Civic and general archi
tecture, monuments,
end principles of
parks, fountains,
art
bridges, etc.

Fruitful knowledge
“Functional information” in relation to
the Individual, aoolety, and Industry.

Materials for Knowledge of the de
construction
velopnont of art and
and project
its importance in the
work of varlife of the present
Sous kinds in
industrial art,Knowledge of the art of
commercial art,
other countries
interior decora
tion, costume Understanding of the eledeslgn, landaunts and principles
scape design,
of art and their adapstageoraft, etc. tation to everyday use
Illustrated
talks bo the
teacher
notebooks or
albums for
clippinge and
illustrations

Knowledge of construction
and Industrial processes involving art
training

PLAN FOR COURSE OF STUDY. JUNIOR III'JH SCHOOL
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Purpose or Gewree

dlaasroom Activities and :
Experiences
_______

Mediums and
Materials

Endovv pupils'with a
Love for the under
standing of beauty
in nature and in
works of man

Centrlbut! on of art to city
or town
State buildings, national
capitol
Foreign buildings
School buildings and
surroundings

Sterooptioon
lecturc

Develop intelligent
consumers of art
Provide experience
with the creative
and productive me
diums of.art
Prepare pupils for
higher standards
of citizenship

Study of Sculpture
(hinds ofsculpture,
purpose, composition,
and art quality;
Study of Domestic Build
ings
lDifferent kinds of
houses, spoeial features,
and art quality)

M a i r e A >Out#o»®a*f of
Instruct! #m

Knowledge for prespeotive homo builders,
purchasers ef hones,
Bulletin boards home furnishing
Maps

Intelligent consumers

Vocational guidance
Illustrative
(vocational possibilities
of art)
material
Fine objects, ex-B. Attitudes, interests
collont pictures
eosseiousnoss and
casts, photo
pride
graphs, etc, for
stimuli and
studying
Better citizenship

- ^ D i f f e r e n t kinds of
houses, special fea
tures, and art quality)

Feeling of responsibi
lity
Interest in public build
Inga, sculpture, domes
tic buildings, and home
furnishings

Study of walls, reefs, chimney®,
doors, windows, floors ote.
Exterior Decoration

Interest in current
events

Study of Domestic Build -

PLAH FOR COURSE OF STUDY JUHIOR HIGH SCHOOL(Continued)

Purpose of course

Classroom Activities
Experiences

Mediums and
materials

Desired "Outcomes" of
Instruction

Art for the Home (Home
furnishing)
Study of the fine and
Industrial arts in re
lation to the home,
(furniture,'ruga, pictures, uten
sils, ete.)

Appreciation and understanding
of beauty in modern products
of all kinds.
Interest in museums, travel,
and picture study
Love and respect for work of
the artist and craftsman

Study^of^Printing and
Art in relation to books,
newspapers, magazines,
illustrating, designing,
posters, etc.
Graphic and commercial
art

0# Mental techniques
(Good taste, discriminating
Judgment, ability to select
and choose wisely)
Ability to analyse works of
art and to understand the factor
of beauty of objects of one's
surroundings

Study of Personal Apparel
Mature Study (Correlation
of art and nature study)
Supplementary Problems

Originality, initiative, imagin
ation, keener observation
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She preoedlag eyllahaa give® the purpose
of the art courses; suggests forms of class room activities
-■

--

-

.

■

and exper4enoe» * lists the mediums and materials and
states the desired "outcomes" of the art Instruction.

It

is a suggestive outline giving the fundamental problems
and minimum requirements which might serve as the basis
for a course of study.

It gives a definite sequence of

problems but the individual work of the different years
should be motivated by different topics having particular
interest to the class.
Method.
One should keep In mind the different in
terests and capacities of children at different age levels.
Briefly summarized these are as follows:
Grades one, two, and three:

Children of

this age want quick returns; are pleased with crude results;
like bright colors; enjoy the play idea; are concerned with
immediate interests as the home, store, games, and nature#
They like the story telling idea in pictures.
Children in the first grade enjoy il
lustrating the stories they read.

Let each art lesson be

complete in itself.

Different parte of the story may be il

lustrated each day.

The teacher should allow the children to

attempt the drawings first, then call attention to the
good points and illustrate better ways.

Children like to

US

Bee their work on display,

picture* may be mounted in a

series for a border design telling a complete story*

In these

lessons orderly arrangement, color sense, good proportion
and other art knowledge can be learned and applied.

Even

the small children can distinguish between good and bad forms.
Children in the lower grades love the pro
jects built around the circus, the farm and the home.
The third grade might enjoy a series of
lessons in construct ion work based upon the ctory of Hi
awatha •

Hiawatha as a baby, as a boy and as a grown up man

could be eonstrusted from sticks, wire, china berries,
burlap and canvas.

She wigwams, stools, woven mats and

pottery may be worked out in many ways.

Figures on the

wigwams, mats.headdress and Indian suits lend themselves
as good means for proper use of color, design and the art
principles.

In fact, the art fundamentals may be taught in

one form or another In every phase of the work.
Grades four and five;

Children of this

age are capable of a longer span of attention, are more
tinterested in good results, and more capable of planning,
and like objects that may be put to some use.

The children

of these grades are able to use better proportions in their
art work.
The fourth grade might be interested in
costumes for their history

piay—

"Columbus in America".
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This would Involve a study of the kinds of clothing worn
by the Indians and Spaniards at that time.

Opportunity

is offered in this problem for practical application of
art knowledge.
Grade six:

'Children'at'this age like

objects of practical value, are interested in good design,
and the proper use of perspective.
She sixth grade might do well in corre
lating history with art.

Grecian and Bonan figures are

interesting, and in forming the backgrounds of arenas, stone
walls, triumphal arohes and temples an excellent opportunity
is presented for teaching perspective.

As in the oaee of

other activities mentioned this one also offers opportun
ity for the use of art knowledge In practical ways.
She work in the elementary school should
be as complete and comprehensive as possible.

It should give

fundamental training for the work which is to follow with no
attempt at specialisation.
Grades seven, eight, and nine:

The work

in the junior high school should supply the needs for the V
exploratory function.^ The courses should be informational
in character.

At the age of thiiteen or fourteen some

specialisation in art may begin.

These units of speciali

sation may be industrial art, fine art, commercial art,1

1 Jones, Arthur J., principles of Guidance, Ch. 7111.
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theater art, history of art, art appreciation, or domestic
art.

.

-

The junior high school in all of its spe
cialties

in art work eould contribute to the scenery,

staging and costuming of the school operetta.

*hie would

tax the ingenuity of all forms of talent and introduce
art knowledge with possibilities for praotleal application.
Art trainthg in the present day of indi
vidualism should expose pupils to art Influence In a way
that brings out the Individual tastes, desires and abilities
of each pupil so that each may be enabled to make use of the
knowledge in hie own way.
The training which Is presented to all
should include study, of the basic elements and principles
of art.

This knowledge aide in the development of good

judgment and appreciation of art quality,

-‘•h-s training

should begin in the lower grades and is first of all pro
vided for the children by pleasing art qualities in the
objects of their surroundings•

Pride in the appearance

of the school room and school grounds, of tho home and its
surroundings and pride in civic beauty should be a result
of such training.
Drill and exorcise in the proper use of
tho art elements line, form, ton®, color and texture and
the art principles of repetition, rhythm, proportion,
balance and emphasis develop good taste.

In contrasting -

ugly or iaapproprlate forms ?itb good forms children are
led to apply their knowledge In practical ways.

Drill In

this work should be carried over ln$# definite lessons
pertaining to drees, home furnishings, public buildings,
etc.
Examples of practical aunlioations of Art Principles.
Let us illustrate the principles of pro
portion by a few direct applications to daily life.

Every

time two or more things are put together proportions are
formed which are either good or bad.
If one will observe buildings which are
pleasing in appearance he will notice,(other things being"
equal jJ)that the more nearly the forms approach a rectangle
the more pleasing they are while a square front or side to
a building is rauoh less pleasing.

Study will show that

these pleasing shapes follow very closely the Greek pro
portion of three parts te two, or three parts to five.
These proportions may be the ones that
were used in making the fIropiLace.; at homo.
portions may be the ones used in the

f pacings

The pro
of the bor

der of a handkerchief or In the stripes of a shirt or neck
tie.

They may be the Fpaoings used In arranging tho tucks

in a dress or in the spacing of boards in the back of a
ohair.

$o enumerate the countless possible applications

would be impossible.

These few examples are oited merely
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to give an insight into the vast field.

1

If it is difficult for the reader to
grasp what is meant toy proportion or space relationship
and why it makes appearances pleasing or displeasing, let
him think of the monotony of a row of pickets in a fence,
or the ticking of a clock, or the stripes on the suit of
an inmate of the penitentiary and consider how long one's
interest is stimulated.
She other art principles of repetition,
balance, rhythm and emphasis may he applied in a similirr
manner in the contacts of every day life.
Oheoking Besuits.
In judging the outcomes of any division
of art work the teacher or supervisor should ask himself
:/

.

these questions:
1.

las it enabled the individual to express a richer
spiritual and intellectual life?

2.

Has it provided training which will aid in uphold
ing better standards either as a producer or as a
consumer?
.

3.

Has it supplied knowledge that will aid in furnish
ing a home or selecting clothing?
If the course of study has been built

around these three points and upon the basic elements and
principles of art, the intelligent criticism of daily problems1

1 Goldstein, op. clt., pp. £1-183.
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is made possible.

She supervisor or teacher is enabled to

check up on the results of instruction, to determine whether
or not the essentials have been sufficiently emphasised.
tip to the present time very little has been
accomplished in testing and measuring in the field of art
education.

It is hard to predict just what goals may be

reached in the matter of testing and measuring devices, as
not every phase of art work lends itself to testing. However
the use of tests when possible will aid in raising the
standard of work.
Bo certain treatment of art can appeal to
all students' alike.

Some pupils will leave school at the

close of the junior high school; others will attend higher
institutions or enter commercial life.

Give every child a

glimpse into the realm of possible uses for his art training.
The pupil with special talent should be urged to continue
his study.

He may become a leader in the field.
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